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Won Paris to It Is Dangerous to Tell Pretty Speculation Sent Edward L. Latest Fiction and Several
Is Glad to Get Back from Perhaps Statehood and Flood Several Points In the Country Had Already
Maidens Not to
Valuable Reference Works
Rome Flight For French
Are Still Sizzling
Resolution Will Be Dis-- ,
Harper to Penitentiary
r
Denver to Cool Clime of
Booze
Penniless
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GO. EIGHT SENftTDRS, TAFT'S GUES MORE

Hon. Malaquias Martinez Says Four Democrats and Four
publicans to Cruise on
Ranchers and Sheep Men
Alarmed.
Mayflower.
Are
.

Examiner.
Dr. B. F. Herring of Tucumcari,
Quay county, has been appointed an
examining pension surgeon by the
treasury department upon the recommendation of Delegate W. H. Andrews.
Civil Service Examination.
The civil service commission an
nounced an examination in anta Fe
July 26 to fill the place of messenger
boy in the weather bureau at $dtu
per annum. All applications must be
filed before July 21.
Assistant Forester Resigns.
J. K. Campbell has resigned as as
elstant forester of this district and
will o Into the Bheep business in Arizona. The resignation takes effect on
July 20. John Kerr will succeed Campbell and will have Jurisdiction of graz
ing.
Too Much Rain.
Before leaving for his home in Taos,
'Territorial Coal Inspector Malaquias
stated that the rains in Taos county
have been heavier than in Santa Fe
county and are likely to do harm,
both to the alfalfa crops and to the
sheep industry, unless they "let up".
Sheep men it is said are growing
alarmed at the weather conditions and
believe there can be even too much of
a good thing when it rains in New
Mexico.
Post Office Changes.
' The postoffice at Cuates,
Union
:
county, has been moved three miles
northwest of its former location. B.
Martinez has been appointed! postmaster at Colonias, Guadalupe county,
,vice B. Urioste, Lewis C. Bryan of
Willie H.
Ilida, Roosevelt county,
Burton of Ingleville, Chaves county,
and James W. Wheeler of Carlsbad,
Eddy county, have been appointed substitutes in the railway mail service
reporting to the El Paso office.
'. For the
"Jreasury.
y
Through typographical errors
was
It
stated that Territorial
Treasurer M. A. Otero had received
the sum of $370.04 from E. Penny,
treasurer of Sandoval county. This
should; have read $7385.93 from Mr.
Penny treasurer of Bernalillo counAppointed

.

.

;
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$370.04

from Alejandro
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Presi
C, July
Washington,
dent Taft's week end cruise on the
Mayflower which begins late tonight
at Philadelphia will not be a partisan
affair as at first supposed.
May Discuss Statehood.
The president has invited eight sen
ators to accompaniy him and of these,
four are Republicans and four Demo
crats.- The party will include Sena
tors Penrose of Pennsylvania, Root of
New York, Briggs of New Jersey, and
Brown of Georgia, and Overman of
North Carolina, Democrats. Senator
Brown at time leans toward insur
'
gency.
'..
The president leaves this afternoon
with Secretary Hilles and Major A.
W. Butts, for Atlantic City where he
will address the Christian Endeavor.
" Leaving Atlantic City about 11
o'clock the president expects to reach
North Philadelphia about midnight.
The cruise will last according tp
present plans, until Monday morning.
The Mayflower will steam down Del'
aware Bay.
Leaves for Atlantic City.
Washingon, D. C, July 7. President
Taft, accompanied by Secretary Hilles
and Major Butt, left at 3 p. m. for At
'
lantic City.
7.

D.

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
July 7. Relief
Washington. D.
from the heat has come to practically
every large cfty in the country except
Baltimore and Washington which are
Included in a little circle now monopg
olizing all that is left of the
hot wave.
Marked reductions in temperature
are reported from New England, New

C

record-breakin-

York, Pennsylvania, and the lake regions, and it is somewhat cooler in
the lower Ohio and upper Mississippi
valleys.
It is slightly warmer over the northern plains and in the Rocky Mountain
region, but this will be of short duration as a change to cooler already has
set in along the Northern Pacific
coast.
r
- V Five Deaths at Pittsburg.
Pittsburg, Pa., July 7. Although
five deaths occurred from the heat
since yesterday, the torrid spell here
has been broken. The temperature at
9 a. m. was 75 compared with 88 at
the same time yesterday.'
Since the beginning of the warm
weather a week ago, there have been
50 deaths and 80 prostrations.
Kansas and Nebraska Suffer.
Kansas City, Mo., July 7. Clouds
over the southwest this morning and
general rains and thunderstorms last
night broke the fierce heat in that secTREATY FOR SEAL
PROTECTION IS SIGNED. tion. Further north, in Nebraska, and
northern Kansas, hot weather condiWill Prohibit Hunting
and Fishing tions again prevailed Wjith little rain
in sight.
For Fifteen Years in Behring
Although the temperature here was
And Other Seas.
18 degrees under Wednesday's record,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) seven deaths and many prostrations
reported.
Washington, D. C July 7. The we're
'
Boston Has Four Deaths.
final signatures affixed to the treaty
for the protection of seal life shortly 'Boston, Mass.,. July 7. Although
before noon at the state department fne - official thermometer registered
and: the convention will be submitted only 70 degrees today, four deaths
immediately to the Senate. By the from ,at were recorded in Greater
terms of the treaty, pelagic sealing Boston.
New York Still Swelters.
is prohibited in the seas of Behring,
Olhbtks,' Kamchatkaand Japan. The New York, N. Y., July 7. The prom
convention also prohibits the hunting ised relief from- the heat materialized
of sea otterson the high seas. The more as a matter of figures than of
treaty will extend for 15 years and physical experience today.
thereafter until terminated by one Even a brisk northeast wind failed
year's notice by any of the powers to bring the mercury down, more than
concerned.
It will not be submitted a degree or. two below its position yes- to tne governments wnose represen- - terday.
.
tatives have signed it. for ratifica
Eleven
occurred
deaths
in the met
'
tions,
district before 10 o'clock, the
ropolitan
Aside from the ratification by the
largest number recorded that early In
Senate-i- t
will be necessary for con- the
day.
to
some
to
pass
legislation
gress
The temperature during the fore
effect.
into
carry its provisions
noon ranged between 80 and 84. The
total deaths fnyn the heat since SunCIPRIANO CASTRO ELUDES
day are 125.
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VIGILANCE OF NATIONS.

Still Hot in Quaker City.

Philadelphia, Pa., July 7. Twelve
Lands in Venezuela, but Is in Disguise deaths for which the present heat is
Several of His Followers
t held responsible, were reported by the
; ; Arrested.
police up to noon today, making a to
tal of 80 since the hot wave came east
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) last Sunday.
The thermometer at
Washington, D. C, July 7. Cipriano noon stood at 87 degrees.
VenezuCastro, the exiled president of
ela, has eluded the vigilance of the na "TRAINING CITIZENS"
tions of the world and landed in his
IS TAFT'S TOPIC.
native country in disguise at
peninsula, according to Second
Day of Christian Endeavor
a report ta the state department today
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Convention Opens With Sunrise
rumor
a
from
Caracas, confirming
HAS TWO FACTIONS.
Prayer Meetings,
from that capital yesterday.
Is
mak
Venezuelan
The
Are
government
Stand Patters and Progressives
(By Special Leased Wire tp New Mexican)
ing efforts to cope with the situation
Atlantic City, N. J., July 7. Sunrise
Expected to Clash at
deand frustrate any revolutionary
Convention. ,
services on the million-dolla- r
pier ushsigns of the former president.
ered in the second days' activities of
Casof
friend
.General
a
New
to
Pello,
Mexican)
Wire
Jorge
(By Special Leaaea
the 25th International Christian EnSan Francisco, Calif., July 7, A tro, has been arrested at Maracaibo, deavor institutes in eleven churches,
lively fight on various issues between and several of his followers are said at which prominent members from
"Insurgent" and "Old to have been imprisoned. His family different parts of the country discussthe
Guard" wings of the National Educa- is reported to be at Cuacutta.
ed the work of . increasing the Influ
tional Association which opens its
ence of the society, and a consultation
convention here tonight' is indicated STEAMER SANTA ROSA
in which experts in "work" met mem
ASHORE NEAR ARGUELLO. bers of the society for
by; statements of its president,. Mrs.
personal talks
Ella Flagg Young rot Chicago, leader,
on Christian Endeavor problems,
Vessel Struck at Low Tide and Will were the features of the convention
, of the progressive element.
"
, It depends a good deal on how San
Probably Be Floated When
today.
"
Francisco and the other coast towns
Flood Is High.
President Taft's arrival and what
line ut says Mrs. Young.
he will say on "Training Citizens" will
Reiterating her .positive declaration ? (By Special Leased Wire to TfeWMexIcau) be the feature of the night session.
Point Argunello, Calif., July 7 The
that she will not be candidate for reelection, Mrs. Young Said ' that she Pacific Coast Steamship Company's
PRESIDENT FALLIERE8
would not accept the office even if of- steamer Santa Rosa, went ashore be.
RETURNS FROM HOLLAND.
"'''
v;-fered .to her..
fore dawn today, twe miles north of
on
The
house
this
the
point.
of
teachers and
light
compensation
French Ambassador Cambon Delays
; 'ethical
education are two of the ques- vessel struck at low tide.
- His Return to Berlin Until
Two schooners have hawsers at
tions in which Mrs. Young says she is
This Evening.
anost interested Just now and which tached to the stranded steamer end
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
will
she
certain
that
is
it
assempractically
she purposes pressing! at this
be floated at high tide. No effort Paris, July 7. President Fallieres
and his party, including foreign min
Thousands of delegates arrived over had been made to land the passengers
ister de Selves, returned today from
San
from
sailed
Rosa
Santa
The
and
is
it
and;
today
expected
night
his
visit to Holland.
175
first
Francisco
with
yesterday
of
educator who
that the majority
Jules
cabin
second
Cambon, French ambassador
27
class
pas
and
cabin
will take part in the convention will
to Germany postponed his departure
sengers."'
have reached San Francisco by
for Berlin until this evening!. la the
,
meantime he conferred with Premier
INSURGENT CONGRESSMAN
. ; ,
' i 1 DEAD AT LAWRENCE. Gaillaux and De Selves onI the Moroo-.- ..
MEXICO'8 STREET CAR '
Lu-cer- o,

Castille-tas-on-Goji-
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j STRIKE

IS ENDED.

Men Decide to Accept Original
of Advanoe of Three Cents an
; Hour. '
.
,
,

Offer

.'

...ii

Representative Alexander C. Mitchell
of Second Kansas District
MRS. HUNTINGTON SHOULD
"

her against the stage, against intoxi
cating liquors and about life in gen

eral.
The pretty young defendants were
dressed alike today in striking gowns
of white serge trimmed with satin.
Girl Was Broke.
When Mr. Stokes resumed his tes
timony he said he was not sure how
letters were his. He thought
many
Buffalo Jones Will ' Establish kabout eight
'
He told of a visit made to his office
Game Preserve Near
of May 21 last, by-- Miss Conrad, which
Las Vegas
was the first time the letters were
broueht into notice. She came into
his office highly excited and was unBUFFALO
T1BERS
MID BNU able to speak for some time.
became calmeoV"
"When she
Stokes continued, "she told me she
to dinner the night beAttemptto Cross Beasts of Africa had been out
fore. She met Miss Graham, she said
and Asia With Those of
at the dinner and the young lady
America
was in distressed circumstances, with
little money and no clothes and that
(By Special Leased Wire o New Mexican) she had- taken her home to her rooms.
Trinidad, Colo., July 7. The estab- "When I went out this morning to
lishment of an immense game pre business," Miss Conrad said, 'I left
serve at Onava, New Mexico, upon Miss Graham In bed. I forgot my
which he" proposes to propagate all pencil and returned for it. When I
kinds of wild game and experiment in got into the room I was shocked to
on the table together with
producing new breeds is the plan of find a note
Jacob "Buffalo" Jones, who passed a bundle of letters', the note saying
had committad
Miss Graham
through here this morning with two that
carloads of buffalo en route to that suicide and she had addressed the
letter to the press."
place. Jones proposes to experiment
Pumped Out Poison.
in breeding various species olj African
"Miss Conrad also told me," conand Asiatic animals in New Mexico,
and will try crossing with similar spe- tinued Stokes, "that some of the letcies peculiar to North America. Many ters were mine and some belonged
of the'se animals ue believes will prove to other men. She said she rushed
valuable for food. The shipment con into the bedroom and- found Miss Consists of 49 head of fine specimens of rad with her face all blistered and
burned, where she had spilled carAmerican bison.
bolic acid. A doctor wass called and
pumped her out, Miss Conrad said,
SEA FIGHTER BELIEVES
and saved her life."
IN BIG NAVY.
Miss Conrad, according to Stokes,
proceeded to narrate to him her faHe Is Certain That Universal and Per mily history. She was, according to
this narrative, the daughter of a
petual International Peace
'.
Is a Dream.
Russian prince, who met her mother
in Louisville, Ky., and eloped with
(By 8peclal Leased Wire to New Mexican) her, Miss Conrad being born In BlueColorado Springs, Colo., July 7. A fields, where her father was killed in
local paper prints an interview with a riot.
Losses of one kind or another reAdmiral Truppel, commander; ol the
German Baltic Sea fleet, who is visit duced the widow's property from
ing in this city, in which the admiral $200,000 to $20,000, which latter sum
is quoted as saying that universal she collected in New York on Insurance. This $20,000 Stokes said, Miss
peace is not possible.
'We will never come to universal Conrad told him, was squandered by
married. The
peace," he says. "My country and a man her mother
no mistake in con daughter then had to go to work.
are

LIONS FOR

NEW

.

vance of three cents an hour in wages
The crews are returning to work this
Scott regular Republican.
afternoon.

f

V
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$6,000,000

W.

CORNER

PALED GIVES BRITANNiCA

'

Thursday.

(By Special Leased Wire to Xew MRXlcaiu
'Vanished Arizona." Is a rtplltfnl
Xcw York, X. Y., July 7. Edward book which has just been placed upon
i
L. Harper, who tried to corner the the shelves of the Public
Librarv
Chicago wheat market in 1SS7, and une cnapter tells of the "Army Days"
lost $6,000,000 in 20 minutes and in-- ! in Santa Fe, the memory of which

cidentally carried down the wreck
of the Fidelity 3ank of Cincinnati
of which he was president, for which
he was sent to the Ohio Penitentiary
for 10 years, has no, income and his
shirt studs and cuff buttons are in
pawn. These facts were brought out

lingers with many of the old timers
in this city who persist that there
have been and can be no days like
those when epaulets ruled society in
this capital.
On the pay shelf there were placed
last evening seven of the latest produc
tions of leading novelists. There is
'The Visioi-ing,by Susan Glaspell,
an ambitious and earnest effort tn
tell convincingly the
story of the
American
awakening of a
girl to the real things of life.
Then there is "The Consul," bv
Richard Harding Davis, a book of
only some sixty pages but written,
with a purpose and with more to it
than is found in some of Davis' novels
that cover 300 pages.
"The Colonel's Story," by Mrs.
Roger A. Pryor, i3 an
story but very interesting and even as
exciting as is Owen Wister's "Mem
bers of the Family," another western
story added to an already choice col- lection of fiction that has sought its
color in the West.
"While Caroline Was Growing," by
Josephine Daskan Bacon, is sure to
interest young and old, for while it
deals with young folks, yet, in It,
parents and older sisters and brothers will find much to delight and to

in the examination

here yesterday

of Harper in supplementary proceed
ings on a judgment of $2,771, obtained by Herman Cohen last November
for money loaned.
, WHEAT MARKET HAD
BULLISH TONE TODAY
Trading in Stocks on Wall Street Was
at Low Ebb This Forenoon-F- ew
Sales Made.
(By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican)
Chicago, July 7. Export sales here
and disquieting news from Morrocco,
helped give a bullish tone today to the
wheat market. The trade was influ
enced also by an expected falling off
in world shipments and by apprehension of continued dry weather in the
wheat districts of India.
Cool and otherwise favorable conditions in the American Northwest,
however, had a restraining effect.
to
September started at 90
higher, and ascendunchanged to
ed to 91
Belief that with clear skiee, there
would soon be warmer temperatures,
resulted in commission houses generally taking the buying side of the corn
4

ponder.

4

'What's His Name"? is by popular
and the
Barr McCutcheon
story is sure to create merriment in
every household that it enters.
"The Prodigal Judge," by Vaughan
is probably the most enterKester,
market. ';
well as the bulkiest of the
as
taining
to 1
cent lot.
September opened
It is a charaoetr stduy that reto Co
and advanced
higher at G4
veals one of the most striking and
to 65
loveliest characters in recent ficShorts and nrw Investors competed yet
tion.
in lively fashior for oats. September
"Miss Gibble Gault," it is only
started a shade off to
higher necessary to say that it is by Kate
to
and rose to 46
at
Langley Bosher, the author of "Mary-Cary,Strength of hogs made provisions
In order to create an instant
firm.
demand.
r
Initial sales were unchanged to
These books are on the five cent
at
cent up with September delivery
fiction shelf, from which those who
for pork, SS.37
$15.02
for lard, are eager to keep up with the best of
and $8.47
for ribs.
recent literary effort, especially in
.
Wall Street.
fiction, may take out a volume by
New York, uly 7. Trading in stocks paying a nickel.
When a book has
was at a low point during the morning been taken out, a sufficient number
and the narrow movements reflected of times to pay the cost, It Is placed
the lack of speculative interest in the on the free shelf and the proceeds
absence of new Influence to supply an are taken to purchase a new book for
incentive for operations.
Traders the shelf. In that manner, about half
were
to engage in extensive a dozen volumes of the latest fiction
ventures until after publication of the selected after a careful study of book
government c:op report on Monday. reviews, are placed on the library
Short covering, in anticipation of a shelves each month.
The latest edition of "Who's Who's"
favorable report, was largely responsible for the firmness displayed by the has lately been added to the reference
market. Following the rally in the library. Major R. J. Palen has prefirst hour, stocks eased off slightly, sented to the library a complete set
largely as a result of the strong tone of the Encyclopedia Egltannlca, an
addition that had been much desired
of the grain markets.
was too expensive for the Lib-- '
but
Virginia Iron
eight points
from its high level.
were rarj
Bonds
The , work of cataloguing the volsteady.
umes of the Library, between 3,000
and 4,000, is nearing completion and
ARGUING TECHNICAL POINTS
IN DYNAMITE CASES. will add much to the availability of
the library which Is rich not only in
fiction but also in history, biography
Hearing Turns Upon Point That Ex and
other branches of literature.
tradition of McNamara Was
upon the completion of
Immediately
Not for Murder.
the cataloguing, the children's readroom, made possible through the
(By Special Leased Wire to Mew Mexican) ing
of Postmaster Edward C.
'
Los Angeles, Calif., July 7. Two generosity
wil be furnished and stocked
Burke,
hours before the arguments were rewith juvenile literature.
sumed upon the validity fit the murder and dynamiting charges against
the McNamara brothers, the court OXFORD WINS FINAL
RACE ON THAMES.
the
witness
said."
continued, room was crowded with men and wom
"She
"she had- come to see me on her law- en, eager to get a glimpse of the labor
Club Beaten Today
yer's advice to tell me about the let leader and his brother as they were Ottawa Rowing
For the Grand Challenge Cup
ters she found on the table with the marched into court handcuffed to the
at Henley, v.suicide note."
sheriff's deputies.
,
All of the counsel for the defense
Visited Stokes Farm.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
New York, N. Y., July 7. "I told Attorneys Darrow, Scott, Davis, '
Henley, on the Thames, England,
and Harriman, were In court
Miss Conrad that Miss Graham was
7. The
Ottawa Rowing "Clubs
July
:
;
an undesirable woman," said Stokes, with the prisoners.
;
was beaten today In the semi
eight
The argument was a continuation of final heat for
and that I wouldn"t give Miss Gra
(he Grand Challenge
ham one cent, but I said I would give the defense's contention of yesterday cup by the Magdalen College crew,
to
nurse
that if John J. McNamara was extra- the present holders of the trophy.
Miss Conrad money for the
look after Miss Graham. Miss Con dited from Indiana on a charge of dyIt was a grand and exciting race.
rad wanted me to sign a note for namiting, it was illegal to try him for The Oxonians finally obtained, the
to go murder.
Graham
$200, to allow Miss
lead and drew away the Canadians
abroad. I said I would not I would
The prosecution asserted that so when close to the winning post and
give no agreement because I thought far as a trial for murder was con won by two lengths. The time was
Miss Graham a dangerous woman." cerned, it made no difference how the 6 minutes 55 seconds.
Stokes said he offered to draw a man was brought here nor upon what
check for $200 to enable Miss Gra accusation he was extradited.
KING GEORGE 8TART8
ham to get to Belgium to loin her
ON IRISH TOUR.
sister, whereupon, he continued:
LARGE QUANTITY SMUGGLED
"Miss Conrad said, 'Oh no, don't
,
OPIUM 18 SEIZED. Queen Mary, Prince of Wales and
draw a check, there might be some
Princess Mary Are in the
scandal about It Give me the cash. Customs House Officers Found It Hid- Royal Retinue.
I said all right and gave her the
den Under Five Hundred
Leased Wire to New
S

George
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yours
making
structing dreadnaughts that will make
each navy surpass any strength, here
tofore known to civilization for 'the
time. Everlasting peace is beyond all
possible maintenance by man. Civilization is making rapid progress, and
to cope with each new condition we
must have protection such as only
the present and future navies of the
foremost countries can and will produce.?

:;
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KANSAS CORN CROP
, STILL IN FAIR SHAPE.
.

Sixty Santa Fe Agents Report That
Rains Next Week Would Help
, a Whole Lot. .

Mc-Nut- t,

(By Special Leassfl Wire to New Mexican)
Topeka, Kans., July 7 Reports col
lected yesterday by the Atchison, To
peka and Santa Fe Railroad from
more than sixty of its local agents
indicate the Kansas corn crop is
still in fair shape and that rains In money."
' ,
the next week will result in good The defendant's attorney question
crops.
ed Mr. Stokes
regarding
Sharply
Miss Graham's visit to his farm in
Lexington, Ky. ; ;
3S CLOUDBURSTS DO
$ The defense has contended that the
BIG DAMAGE. X girl expected
to find other guests
X'
$v This afternoon, coudbursts St with Stokes and when she discovered
X were reported near Raton, Col- - X that she was visiting him alone she
X fax county, and at Capitan, X left the following morning.
The prosecution closed Its case
X Lincoln county, doing -- great X
; X with the examination of a policeman
X damage at both plaoesi
X Raton, thirty feet of the fill of X who first reached the house after
X the Meloche dam were washed X the shooting. He said the girls told

Suoeumbs.'
KriOW WHETHER SHE IS ILL.
(By Special Leaaea Win to Tttm Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
Lawrence, Kansas, July 7. Repre- ' New York, N. Y., July
resentative Alexander C. Mitchell, of port last night that Mrs. 7.The,
Collls P.
the second Kansas district, died at his Huntington, widow of the late PresI
home here this morning following a dent of the southern Pacific was UL
long Illness.
brought denials from her home here
Mr. Mitchell .wsev elected to the today. , Mrs. Huntington - was operHouse of Representatives last year ated on for appendicitis two months
on progressive Republican platform, ago and has made so rapid a recov
defeating Representative Charles F. ery that she will sail for Eurooe next X
"

(By Special Leased Wire to TTew Mexican)
Mexico City. July 7. The street
car strike was declared off at a meet.
ing of the strikers today.
. The men decided to accept tne original, orfer of the Company of an ad-

LOST

-

"if-Th-

s

THOROUGH

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York. N. Y July 7. W. E. D.
Stokes' testimony was still unfinished
when court convened today for further examination on the charge that an
attempt to murder Stokes was made
a month ago by Hiss Lillian Graham
and Miss Ethel Conrad. The purpose
of these proceedings Is to determine
whether the evidence is sufficient to
warrant sending the case to the
grand jury, but the examination and
cross examination is conducted with
such thoroughness that it amounts
practically to a trial.
On the stand
yesterday, Stokes
gave his version of the alleged attempt on his life when he visited the
young woman's apartments at Miss
Conrad's invitation to recover letters
he had written to Miss Graham.
t,
These letters were found by detec
tives in the girl's rooms a few days
after the shooting and since then
have been in the possession of the
District attorney. In them Stokes,
who said on the stand yesterday that
he was 57 years old, for the most part
adopted toward the young girl an at
titude of fatherly counsel, advising

(By Special Leasee? Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, July 7. Lieutenant Conneau,
whose racing name is Andre Beaumont, won the 1,000' mile international
circuit aviation race, which ended to
day at the aviation field at Vincen- nes.
As he had already won the Paris to
Rome contest, Conneau brings added
glory to the French navy, of which he
is an officer. Garros was second and
Vidart finished third.
Of the fifty aeroplanlsts who took
part at Vincennes on June IS, nine
reached the final goal.'
Two of the racers,. LeMartin and
Landron, and Captain Princetau, who
had been detailed to Work out certain
problems in reconnolssance in connection with the race were killed on the
opening day. Several others received
more or less serious injuries from
'
falls.
The course took the airmen through
four countries, from Paris across Belgium and Holland, over the English
channel to London and return. Prizes
were
aggregating about $100,000
given.

-

treasurer of Sandoval county.
Today the treasurer is the recipient
of the following sums: Jose B.
clerk of the third Judicial district, $416.45; Chris Ralthel,- treaB. C.
$799.88;
of
Luna .county,
surer
Hernandez, treasurer of Rio Arriba
county, $758.62; W.,B. Wagner, treasurer of San Juan county, $1135.82;
Game protection, $7.50 making a total
of five remittances of $3118.27.

FOOB

PROSTRATIONS CROSSED

HEAT

Millionaire Wanted Let- It Took Only Twenty Minutes to Children's Room Made Possible
Washington, Baltimore, Kansas, Prizes Aggregating $100,000 Elderly
He
Had Writtem Miss
ters
Leaders
In
Destroy Savings and
Were Won by
by Gift of Postmaster EdNebraska, Today's
Graham.
mund C. Burke.
Contest
Reputation.

Re-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
has returned from Denver where he
underwent a minor surgical operation
and he appears in the best of health.
He stated today that he had had a
fairly pleasant time but that, of
course he is glad to get back to Santa Fe's Ideal summer climate.
Goes to Las Vegas.
Captain Fred Fbrnoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police has gone to
Las Vegas on business.

.
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(Continued

on Page Five.)

,

Mexican)
(By Special
London, July 7. King George and
Queen Mary, with the Prince of Wales
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) and Princess Mary, departed today for
San Francisco, Calif., July 7. One Ireland, where they will land tomorof the largest seizures of smuggled row. The
royal party will proceed
opium ever made at this port was ac from Wales on Wednesday.
complished today when 563 five tael
Tons of Coal.

,

tins of the drug were taken by customs officers from one of the coal bunkers ofthe Pacific Mall Steamship Si
beria, which arrived yesterday- - from
the Orient, The contraband opium
Is valued at about $22,500.
In order to secure It, 600 tons ot
coal were moved.

JACK JOHNSON 8IGNS
FOR FIGHT EASTER

MONDAY.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
London, July 7. Jack Johnson, the
colored pugilist, has signed an agreement to fight Bill Lana at Sydney.
M-- 8.
WV on Easter Monday, 1912.
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the levy will be $3.30 against $3.9S
last year, the reduction being caused
by the lower territorial levy.

SUNLIGHT AND THE SEA.
Sunlight and ships at sea,
Clouds as still as stars.
Out beyond the vast

The Little Store

READ for PROFIT
Uie for ReiulU

to-b- e

earth's horizon-bars- .
Take my hand and let us go
Yhere the winds may lead.
Earth and time are all we know;

SEA ISLAND COTTON
IS OF GREAT VALUE.

Of

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
They work directly on the KIPNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
"
they exercise a permanent benefit.

Can Be Grown Successfully in Only
a Few Counties of Florida, Georgia
and South Carolina.
Dawn-flusand flying foam,
Washington, D. C, July 7. The culTides that beat and turn.
cotton in the
tivation of
DENVER BREAD
Now the vast beyond is home,
United States at the present time, as
And there our altars burn.
shown by the returns of ginners, given
Take my hand; our cottage hearth
in the recent census bureau report on TONIC IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULTS
I
Is flaming in your eyes.
cotton production for 1910, is confined
For sale by all druggists.
Earth shall be our garden-garth- ,
to 43 counties, distributed as follows:
Our tent the summer skies.
in of land; the Fort Sumner canal takes
Fourteen in Florida, twenty-fiv- e
(Lewis Worthington Smith in "Suc
four in South Carolina, in 16,000 acres of which 10,000 acres
and
Georgia,
cess Magazine.
i but it is not
grown in all parts of the are now in cultivation.
counties from which it is returned.
There is much alfalfa going out o!
Attempts made in many other parts the valley there now and next week
of these and other states to grow this we shall begin to market the Fort
ftBOUWD THE
cotton have produced such unsatisfac- Sumner cantaloupes, best in the west,
tory results that all efforts to grow it with a great big crop in sight.
areas
outside of certain
Mr. Curtis says the fine rains and
Their Idea of Patriotism.
Forty-onarrests were made at in the states named have been aband- general prosperity conditions in eastern New Mexico are bringing back
for oned.
Denver on July 4, twenty-eigh- t
Cotton the. homesteaders to make final proof
drunkenness and thirteen for disturb Where the Best
on their claims and that the outlook
Grows.
ing the peace.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
cotton is is better than for years. "The hardThe finest
Rio Grande Was High.
grown on the islands off the coast cf ships of the past three years have
ALL CASH PURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
The Rio Grande was again danger South Carolina by planters who have been a part of the history of the develously high during the week and for many years paid the most careful opment of every far western state,"
threatened damage to San Antonio attention to seed selection. The fiber said Mr. Curtis. "Look at Kansas. I
and the Mesilla valley.
produced is long and fine, and is har- - j can remember when you couldn't force
vested and handled with such care half a dozen sections of land in west
Married on the Fourth.
that the grower's private brand is fre- ern Kansas on a man as a gift. Now
Miss Irene Hill of Roswell and J. quently accepted by buyers as a guar- it is the greatest wheat producing
E. Bunting of El Paso were married anty of the quality. These fine "crop section in the Union."
in the Pass City on July Fourth., Rev. lots," all of the finest of which are ex
C. L. Overstreet officiated.
of
ported, comprise about
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
cotton marketed at
the
The regular annual meeting of the
. .
Roswell.
Church
for
Lutheran
Charleston, and sells for from 30 to 75 stockholders of the New Mexican
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
Rev. D. F. Thomas of Chicago will cents
per pound. Growers who raise Printing Company will be held at the
cnurcn
a
at
Liutneran
organize
d
cotton in the interior must office of the company in the city of
some
Lutherare
There
thirty
secure new seed frequently from the Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m. on Monan families in that city.
coast region in order to preserve the day. July 10th. 1911. All stockholders
identity of the fiber, which degener- - will take notice and govern them- Miss Ross on Normal Faculty.
ates rapidly into upland fiber when selves accordingly.
Miss May Ross of Las Vegas who
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
has been a member of the faculty of grown away from the coast.
PHONE 191 BLACK
Secretary.
Aside from the difficulties presentthe University of New Mexico at AlSanta Fe, N. M., June 26, 1911.
conditions,
buquerque has been elected instruct- ed by soil and climatic
or in oratory and dramatic art at the there are other obstacles in the way
of extending this culture beyond pres- Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Normal University at Las Vegas.
ent
limits. Among these
Contain Mercury
are: Lack of proper experience in
as mercury will surely destroy the
Struck by Lightning.
spell
Report comes from Willard, that
harvesting, and handling in sense of smell and completely derange
Miguel Mora, who while drunk, was new territory; objection to the small the whole system when entering it
you
and partially closed
shot by Francisco Campos in
bolls on through the mucous surfaces. Such
may recover, although his the part of the pickers accustomed to articles should never be used except
wounds at first were deemed fatal. the upland varieties, notwithstanding on prescriptions from reputable physiA few days before the shooting, Mora the fact that they receive ?1.25 per cians, as the damage they will do is
was struck by ligMning but not se hundred pounds for picking
ten fold to the good you can possibly
cotton and only 50 to 75 cents per hun- derive from them:
riously injured.
Hall's Catarrh
dred pounds for picking upland cot- Cure, manufactured by F, J. Cheney
Asks Heavy Damages for Leg.
ton; the necessity of using the roller & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury
Anselmo Robles of Tucumcari has gin for
cotton, since saws in- and is taken internally, acting directly
the
El
at
Paso against
brought suit
jure the staple; and the disadvantage upon the blood and mucous surfaces
El Paso and Southwestern Railway of
cotton in a mar of the system. In buying Hall's Ca
You
While working ketselling
for J30.000 damages.
where the buyers are unaccustom tarrh Cure be sure you get the genu23 miles west of Tucumacri, the leg ed to
for
it.
ine. It is taken internally and made
of Robles was Injured by a handcar
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
from
to
was
take
which he
helping
SELLING LANDS IN
Testimonials free.
necesthe tracks. The injury made
GORMLEY,
FRANK
NEW MEXICO EASY.
Sold by Druggists.
Price, 75c per
sary the amputation of the limb.
I

Life is all we need.
h

d

,

I
I

"The Best

.

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

n

!

!

j

GROCERY

ER

STATEj

e

Sea-islan- d

d

COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU MANY CAMP
NECESSITIES.
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATERPROOF MATCHBOX7
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DON'T BORROW.
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14.

one-thi- rd

14

sea-islan- d

sea-islan-

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

FOR THAT

Groceries and Delicatessen

aud Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter;
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color- -

in;

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes xind Salt.

sea-islan- d

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
:

d

"I have investigated the land mat
Take Hall's Family Pills for
ters and sold lands in thirty eight
state and territories," sair George W.
Curtis of Fort Sumner, Guadalupe
county, yesterday, and I say with due
deliberation that New Mexico has the WOOD' YS HACK
brightest future of them all."
Prom
For nine years in the Santa. Fe train
service and for the past ten years in
BARRANCA
TAOS
the land department of that system,
South
Mr. Curtis, who has organized
the Meets Both North
Great Western Realty company in Fort
Bounds Trains.
Sumner, ought to know what he is
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
talking about. Curtis lists hundreds
of thousands of acres of land in Ok- the north bound train Mid arrival at
7 p. m.
lahoma, Arkansas, Texas; irrigated Taos at
Ten mile shorter than any otler
lands around Las Vegas and 2,000
acres under the Fort Sumner canal ray. Good covered hack and good
amongst the other lands whose devel teama.
le 3?b
Tlxlue
opment and sale he is interested in
xierrCoEO.fort.'fcl,
promoting.
Fort Sumner is going to be the
center of a remarkable irrigated seo
tion," said Mr. Curtis. "The Alamo-Urtoproject will reclaim 98,000 acres

Bull Fighter Arrested.
Refugio Hernandez, a bullfighter of
Juarez, has been arrested for assaulting a woman, Elvira Flores in El
Paso.
Trying to escape the police
he swam across the Rio Grande to
he saw officers
Juarez and when
awaiting him there he" swam back to
one of the piers of the international
bridge and from there the Juarez officers lassoed him with a rope and
pulled him ashore.

STOCK

FOOD.

Et;

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller,
to them regarding pianos, prices an
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plaM
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin- Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan deman Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many. more than naif way in making
nd sat
j purchase of a piano a simple
other makes,
This firm has purchased over sIxU isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

Learnard-Lindeman-

n

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

:

:

at

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO,

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Steam Coal.

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

r

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. B. F. Depot.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

;

$5.00

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

W. H. KERR
days and deliver on Thursdays

Orchards
Improved and unimproved City Property,
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuqne at a Barf ain.

PHD C A I C

rUli JAIX

and

;
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en

Modern Residences for Rent.

your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

E M. JONES.

RED 122

PHONE

103

Palace Ave.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Salle

La

Restaurant

LIVERY STABLE

CMAS. Q ANN, Prop.
'
r
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
'
Regular Meals' 25 Cents

Mean Joke Loses Membership.
Because two of the members of the
Young Men's Christian Association at
Las Vegas placed in the clothing of
young boys a substance that causes

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5X0
ftench Noodle Order 20c. a dish

expell-

San Miguel County's Assessment
The assessment of San Miguel couna
ty of this year totals $4,020,211,
gain of $16,000, but considerably less
than Chaves county which passed San
Miguel last year to first class.

cam. mLA.
III II IP
1r

New York Chop Stiey 10c.

TAT

IIP

'

.

I

Charles W.Dudrow

Drivers Furnished.

Don Qaspar Ave,

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers

.:.

'

V

CHAS. CLOSSON

Imperial Laundry

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have
modern fadltty lor furnishing the
For Best Laundry Work
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
AND TUESDAY
of every description. We are thne BASKET LEAVES MONDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
enabled to make the very best price
for t.'imher
of such
high (Trade. j
Tax Levy at Las Vegas.
!VY
win be pleased to figure on your
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
The tax levy at East las Vegas next contracts.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent. .
year will be $6.38 and for Old Town,
Phone Red No. 2J.
Phone, Red No. 2J
$6.33. Outside of the municipalities

n TtokMdb&n'
in the LivtXY line,.

HUIlv

-

Horse Drowned in Arroya .
A horse belonging to Cipriano Lujan was drowned' yesterday in an arroya at Las Vegas. The arroya generally is dry but yesterday was filled
with flood waters.

A)aAll

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

oal

AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tues-

ed by Secretary George Fitzsimmons.

R.

THE

KAUNE ,& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

n

Drunken Woman Sent to Jail.
while hopelessly
Maggie Lujan
MEN
drunk at Albuquerque, was arrested in
Plaza Martinez and .sent to Jail. When
For tender face and neck after shavarested she was using vile language ing, for pimples, black heads, dandruff
or any skin or scalp disease use ZEMO
in cursing a
girl.
and ZEMO SOAP.
Slapped Each Other.
ZEMO is guaranteed to relieve all
Jose Chaves and Mariano Padilla soreness and Itching. The soap is part
were arrested at Albuquerque early ot the treatment, best for.all toilet
Each claimed purposes.
yesterday morning.
that the other had slapped him with'
Sold by
everywhere and
Antonio Nicholas, in Santa Fe druggists
out provocation.
by The Capital Pharmacy.
who was arrested at the same place
and time, was released with the ad'
monition not to frequent back alleys
We Have Built Up
at such unseasonable hours.

Intolerable itching, they were

YOU CAN GET

Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

4cto

FARE

LEO HERSCH

PIANOS

WHEN

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

TO

,

PIAN05

:

LINE

Former Priest's Wife Given Divorce.
Susan Moran, a telephone girl at
All kinds of flowers, f arden & field seeds in bulk and package Denver, has been granted a divorce
ALFaLFA SEED.
from James Ambrose Ryan, on the
ground of cruelty. Ryan had been
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
ordained a priest at Pittsburg, Pa.
He met Miss Moran at a dance for
the benefit of the House of the Good
She was only 17 years
Shepherd.
Phone Black old. He married her and was diS'
Phone Black
missed
from the priesthood. The
45
45
girl is given $20 a month alimony.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

Framing.

d

bottle.

Phone Black 6619

Post Cards.

d

F.

Santa Fe, N. M.

HATS

MEXICAN

comes

will need
this summer
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
to
gines are not pumping they can be connected
any other machine and will run it cheaper tnan
running it by hand power.
can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable
your work by applying
to the agent.

OUTING

New

well-define- d

When the dry

SUMMEI

,

Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 mile fro m Santa Fa on main Una of Santa Fa,
miles from depot.
one and one-naTent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, turniahed fof
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
WILLIAM80N RANCH,
Olorieta, N. M
v

if

MM----i-----HS---- --V:

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

a

aaaai

.

4

.

-A

-

V

WITH US

V

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLASS OF GOODS whether it be
The quality we uphold.
needed DRUOS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.

ir vaii
iuv Mib
A

i

t

vwur!-ji-vK-

n!tP
aa

m

..
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AAA--

Zook's Pharmacy
Ph o n

-

-

4

St

213

seriously'

Wo use
the most careful methods in catering to your pleasure to make every deal a sotlsfac--.
t t i t, ,
tory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE 15 RWHT.
I
;
s
v
a
VfM
r
n
CUM fI FV' TV.
in?
lor W'r
atvp
m
iwii-i--

1

J

Your

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.
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TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

PAGE

DO NT WAIT.

Take Advantage of a Santa Fe
zen's Experience Before It's

GQTTOriVOGD

Citi-

MINES AND, MINING

hup
II UG I

Too Late.
The following are the time tables
back
the
When
begins to ache,
railroads:
local
of the
Don't wait until backache becomes
"A. T. & S. F. Ry." .
chronic;
Leave
Till serious kidney troubles
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 wests

Fraternal Societies

A

THREt

WANTS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

WANTED Girl waitresses at Coro-nad-o
Regular communioughly during the past few years. Mr.
cation first Monday
Restaurant.
of each month at
Papen of Las Cruces is interested in
Council Orders Cutting
City
new
eastbound.
'
10
the
strike and is making arrangeMasonic
Hall
bound, No.
at FOR RENT -- Store room on lower
Down of Dozen of
Till urinary troubles destroy night's
to visit the camp and prosecute
ments
7.30.
San Francisco street D. S. Lowitzki.
Returning arrive lX Santa Fe 12:10
'
rest
development work with a view of
H. H, DORMAN,
p. m.
Them
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's ex' 4 P. mp connect with No. 1, westopening up the ore bodies at greater
Master
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cotperience.
CHAS. E. LINNE?. Secretary.
depth.
bound.
tage. Bath, range, light O. C. Wat.
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
son & Co.
White Oaks.
IN Clll TREASURY bad condition.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 N.
M., says: "I know that Doan's $16,000
Santa Fe Chapter No.
m.
p.
com
2.800 acres of patented
are
There
'Mining
Azure
Turquoise
The
1, R. A. M. Regular
FOR SALE A first class piano la
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and Kidney Pills live up to the claims
pany has encountered .fine turquoise coal lands in the vicinity of White
convocation second for sale on reasonable terms at 201
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound made for them. If I were not confident Unpaved Streets on Which Work matrix in the third level of its new Oaks, Lincoln county.
three
Only
of this fact, I could never have been
Monday of each month Palace avenue, City.
Returning arrv at Santa Fe 11:19 Induced
This opening has been worked claims have been worked. The Southmine.
Was Begun Must Be
ento
this
my
at Masonic Hall a'
give
remedy
m.
was
worked for several
a thousand feet ern Pacific
P.
three
years,
the
past
dorsement There was a dull ache in
Finished.
7:30 p. m.
American
WANTED
girl wants
D. & R. Q. Ry.
old mine wm n nas neen years, as long as there was any sale
of
the
east
the small of my back that bothered
JOHN H. WALKER.
housework.
Apat
position
general
for
Home
The
the
then
South
the
coal,
Leaves 10:15 a. m. lor north.
years.
twenty
the
worked
past
me and at times I was obliged to lay
H. P. ply Capital Hotel.
As the regular date for th emeeting turauoise occurs in veinlets through Stake gold mine opened up what is
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
off from work for two or three days. of the
New Mexico Central Ry.
city council fell on July 4th, out the mass in a fracture zone m known as the Wells & Parker coal ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
enOST Wire stretcher and chain.
mines.
the council met at the court house monozlte porphry.
They operated this mine as
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No. Doan's Kidney Pills brought me
Santa Fe Commander! Party having same, kindly return to O
tire relief, and the few slight attacks last night and got down to work
as
worked
mine.
the
they
long
gold
2 east and 1 south and west
The Indian Pink Mining company,
No. 1, IC T. Regular Weidner. Santa Fe, N. M.
Old Abe company opened up the
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections of backache I have had since then with a vigor and vim which plainly
at Bald Mountain, Grant The
operating
fourth Monconclave
to
have
this
to
coal
remedy."
coal
Abe
for
Old
mine
yielded
quickly
business
told
that
supply
the
3
administration
east
from No.
county, has its shaft down to the 100 their gold mine and mill. The latter
room house,
FOR SALE Seven
Mr. Romero gave the above testi- still holds sway In Santa Fe.
day in each month at
conalmost
far
thus
foot level and
Masonic Hall at 7:30 bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
monial In January, 1907, and when
is the only one that is running at
ore.
of
most
One
the
chloride
startling things tinuously in silver
Herewith are some bargains offered Interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said:
p. m.
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenu3.
present, as Is supplys sufficient for all
done at the meeting was the passage
com- "I can
"bv the New Mexican Printing
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
Mogollon.
the needs here. There is one opening
speak as highly of Doan's Kid- of a resolution to cut down all the
W.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
WANTED Men and Doys in Los
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the ney Pills as when I publicly endorsed cotton
At the Ernestine Mining company. on the Wells
property, about 500
trees in the city limits
Small pay but can learn
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep them two and a half years ago. This on the bearing that
mined considerable
Socorro county, the second feet deep.
Angeles.
Mogollon,
They
are
'disturb
ground
they
V
Santa Fe rodge of trade
of automobiles,
in June resulted in 6475 Troy coal but only got started when they
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri remedy always gives benefit when I ers of the
electricity.
cleanup
and
for
of
citizens
peace"
Perfection No. 1, 14th plumbing, bricklaying on actual
with had to close down on account of no
Pleading forms, 85; Missouri Code use it"
two months each year make life dis ounces of gold and silver bullion,
Ac-Ancient and
i tract jobs,
300 students last year.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 agreeable. It is admitted that the four tons of concentrates. Last week sale for their coal. There Is about
Pleadings, $6; the two tor 810.
cepted Scottish Rite of Catalogue free. United Trade School
Co., Buffalo, trees are beautiful to look at when 690 tons of ore were crushed, produc- the same amount of development
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws cents.
Free Masonry meets on Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
of New Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903, New York, sole agents for the United there is not too much cotton in one's ing 50 sacks of concentrates. Mine work on the Southern Pacific. The
'
new territory con Old Abe company has two openings the third Monday of each month
in
development
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; States.
in
direction
their
eyes from looking
re- on their
WANTED A competent bookkeepOne is about 500 at ,7:30 o'clock in the evening in
ground.
Sheriff's Flexible
full leather $3.
Remember the name Doan's and But the council took the stand that tinues to add to the large ore
side
Masonic
of
of good character and habits good
mine
the
south
Plaza.
Deadwood
as
er,
all
in
coal
the
Hall,
the
serves.
At
feet
good
way;
they
Cover Pock't Dockets, single, $1.26; take no other.
as snow is also beautiful to look at
better than 60 had no way to hoist their coal except Visiting f cotlsh Rite Masons are cor- health, must write a neat, legible hand
New
two or mere books, $1 each.
and yet Is shoveled off the pave- mill is now crushing
and be quick and accurate in figures.
weeks treatment, with a whim they could not hoist it dially invited to attend.
ments because of the inconvenience tons daily. Last
Supreme Court Reports, Not
Pope Praises Taft.
385 tons, with 20 from any greater depth so they made
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
was
six
for
Apply to the president, between the
days,
Com
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30. each.
Pope Pius in an autograph letter, it causes to humanity, so the cotton- sacks of concentrates. Ore is being a new
Venerable Master. hours of ten and eleven, a. m. First
opening on another vein just
pilation Corporation Lairs, 75 a Com- praises the United States and inci- woods which make it unpleasant to hoisted from the first, second and below the
National Bank of Santa Fe.
one they were working. HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's dentally President Tatt, for the stand sit out on a porch near them and third levels and the fourth is being
still working the new openare
They
Secretary.
fuW
of
world
ones
in
and
lint
with
fill
behalf
clothes
their
like,
taken
peace
digest of New Mexico Reports.
The new compressor, ing, but a3 there is not much sale for
unwatered.
TYPEWRITERS.
sticky substance, must "Shovel oft.'
sheen, $6.50: full list school blanks. international arbitration.
De La Verne oil en- coal they are working only a few men.
the
B. P. O. E.
by
operated
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
The resolution was introduced by
and the
There are about 10,000 acres of coal
Santa Fe Lodge No. platens furnished. Ribbons and supCouncflman Gable and was passed gine, has been installed
reports that power cost for land not yet located; this is the same
460, B. P. O. E. holds plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
unanimously.
of what as the Capitan coal. It extends as far
to
reduced
is
mine
its regular session on and rented. Standard makes handled.
stated
that City
Mayor Seligman
of
the
use
the
the second and fourth All repair work and typewriters guarForester Miller who is the author it formerly was with Socorro mines as Capitan except where it is eroded,
The
but not broken as bad as the Capitan
Wednesday of eacb ! anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exity, on trees states that when these gasoline isplant.
in Chicago consulting with coal. This is excellent coal and runs
month. Visiting broth- change. Phone 231.
manager
cottonwoods
are
the
younger
gone,
(Old Sparks Ranch)
engineer regard G2 per cent coke. It Is the best of
ers are invited and
trees planted near them will grow the company's chief of
De La Verne coal for furnaces or stoves, it being
installation
the
welcome.
ing
all the more vigorously and develoan
early very soft and very cheaply mined.
oil engines to be made at
CARL A. BISHOP.
ping trees more beautiful and useful
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
Contractors are making good This coal land lies within about J. D. SENA,
date.
Exalted Ruler.
Best of Beds
than those they supplant.
Best of Food
At
level.
the
seventh
El
of
seven
Southwest
Paso
on
miles
the
the
headway
Secretary.
Those Present.
Cold Pure Spring Water
Oaks company a storeroom has been ern railroad, and the only reason this
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
at
The
councilmen
the
openforce
present
The
site.
erpr-tocoal is not worked is that the El Paso
at the tunnel
$15 a Week
No Invalids
ing of the session were Mayor Selig- has been employed the past ten days Southwestern owns the Dawson coal
Tim- fields and wants to keep this in the
man, Councilmen Armijo, Gable, Lo- principally on outside work.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
pez, Alarid and . Ortiz. City Clerk bering portals of the tunnel is in background until they get ready to
Attorney-at-LaWrite Pecos
Telegraph Glorieta
Delgado, City Attorney Easley f and progress.
- - - - New Mexloa
At the Maud Mining com- work it themselves. This ground can
Santa Fe,
Marshal Sena also attended.
work- be leased from the government at the
pany the new two compartment
The minutes of the last meeting
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
shaft is nearing a depth of 150 rate of 3 cents per ton on the basis
Independent Order of Beavers.
were read and approved and then ing
as this
For a while work was pro- of 1,000 tons to the acre-fooAttorneys-at-Lafeet.
B.
O.
holds
I.
No.
Dam
Santa
Fe
80,
followed the reading of reports. The secuted with three shifts but was coal will average 1,500 tons per acre- in tae Distri t Court as
Practice
8
m.
session
at
its
p.
Meetings
regular
city clerk's report showed that the later reduced to two. The Treasure foot, one will have quite a margin to
well as before the Supreme Court of
total amount of money collected from Mining and Reduction company mill, work on. This is one of the best un- first and third Friday. Visiting Broth the
territory.
licenses in the past month was $3,808,-2- 0 on account of the decrease in water opened coal fields in New Mexico. ers are always welcome.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
four saloon licenses supply at their hydroelectric plant, Besides the coal there are about 40
including
President
9 miles of the best Iron ore that lies
amounting in all to $2,000.
drops but ten stamps from about
C. W. G. WARD
C. J. NEIS,
TO
SANTA FE, N.
The building permits which furm. till toward evening, tne oaiance undeveloped on the north side of the
Territorial District Attorn y
Secretary.
nished part of the sum collected were of the day running full capacity. The Capitan mountains.
This iron ore
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
issued to R. F. Asplund, Pedro Quin- mine is allowed its full quota oi cur- can be developed and coal can be got
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
F. W. FARMER
tana. Tomas Salazar, St. Michael's rent.
ten near it a few miles from the rail
No.
Homestead
run
from
will
College, New Mexican Printing Comore
This iron
road.
San Andreas.
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley.
2879.
and the First National Bank.
It has been cs
21.10 pany auto
of Mayberry can 60 to 68 per cent.
- -& EASLEY.
Robert
Mayberry
EASLEY
Brotherhood
of
to
The
Nathan Sal
licenses were
in the San Andreas mountains, timated that there are from 1,000,000
Attorneys at Law.
American Yeomen
ore in
mon, Governor William J. Mills, Leo yon, Ana
Dona
county, was snowing some to 100,000,000 tons of this iron
Practice in the courts and before
Levi
and
Secon'
Meets
B.
H.
to
of
is
Hersch,
Cartwright
it
Most
subject
r
18.15 A.
ore on the this county.
high grade
and Fourth Thurs Land Department
Hughes.
The ore is location.
Cruces.
and titles examined.
Land
Th poadi commissioner
Ceferino streets of Las
Delgado's Santa grants
Colfax Coal Fields.
days,
found in a limestone formation where
Fe, N. M branch Office Estan
in
at
H.
$197.50
mine
expended
coal
Alarid,
Hall.
outmit
of
Foremav,
the
The
reported
witn
to
copper
point
cia, N. M.
June for work on the crusher, for re the indications
been
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Some very high grade cop- Gardiner, Colfax count)! has
Mc- depth.
to
Montezuma
to
a
Avenue,
125
Mrs.
tons
60
Sec.
from
Daisy
de- increased
pairs
day
E. C. ABBOTT
per ore has been taken from a
Farmer.
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN Kenzie Street, Hancock Street and posit near the present strike, and as- and an enlargement of the new tipple
Attorney-at-LaDon Gaspar Avenue.
An expert engi
is
contemplated.
38
cent
copper
to
per
says running up
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO
Practise in the District and Su$16,000.30 on Hand.
neer will go over the ground at the
Santa Fe Camp preme
prove the presence of mineral in pay- Yankee coal
Courts.
'
showed
Prompt and careful
treasurer's
The
five
report
the
N.
A.
city
W.
mines,
13514,
inspect
'has been
LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP - OVER PRIVILEGES.
attention given to all business.
that there are $16,000.30 on hand on ing quantities. 1874,Mayberry
out a proand
second
.
mine
meets
Tues
map
openings
proshas
he
and
since
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
July 6. This includes all the city's mining
thor gram for increasing, the output.
day each month, so
For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
pected the San Andreas range
funds..
clal meeting tLlrd
G. W. PRICHARD
For the Band.
SANTA FE, N. M
.
:
Tuesday at Elks
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
and Counsellor at Law
Those who appreciate the delight
amounted to $25. Many minor street
Attorney
orderHall.
was
Visting
committee
neigh
of
the lighting
ful music of the First Regiment Band
Practice in all thr- District Court
and park repairs were made by the bor welcome.
to
rounds
keep
which gave a concert last night while ed to make regular not
and give? special atteittkin to cases
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
burning so city marshall and his force.
the council was in session, but of a record of the lights
before the Territorial Supreme Court
A.
CHaS.
on
Clerk.
RISING,
can be obtained
course not in the council hall but in that proper credit
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.
Off ce; Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. H.
quarof
each
end
the
at
bill
the plaza, will be glad to know that the light
t
the band's appeal for help was heard ter.
Owen is in the Way.
HARRY D. MOULTON
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The city treasurer was ordered to
by the aldermen who voted $10 a
It is said now that Senator Owen
the
for
redempcall
of
the
month toward sustaining this organi- send a copy
is the chief stumbling block in tilt
tion of the bonds of 1897 bearing six way of statehood for New Mexico. Small Holding Claim No, ??u O1380
zation.
Attorney-at-LaDepartment of the Interior
Fire Department Too.
per cent interest and on which inter- Mr. Owen should be politely,
Williams
all
P.
B.
those
to
to
United
present
Land
States
8,
Office,
Successor
The city department also asked and est ceased July
.
and at the same time deter- .Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
received
their appropriation ing tneir interest coiuud.
aid,
minedly, asked to keep quiet on such
Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
A warrant was ordered drawn for,
Tt
tn hitll
being raised from $100 to $200 a year.
it .hWt
i
nofiled
named
claimant
has
lowing
This was done on motion of Council- $1263,25 for the -- ew Mexico Penite
or
:.!
2
-of
to
Formerly
G.
his
intention
O.
Can
Special
tice
final
'
L.
PtanffftA
nuke
man Lopez.
;
....
Agent,
Ktropt
naij mi- paviue w"
kept Out Put the matter to a vote
To Save Labor.
from Don Gaspar AVOBtte to Galisteo and let tna(. BetUe it,Rock island proof in support of his claim' under Land Claims and Contest a Specialty
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
g The council authorized the Mayor street. The bills of the sw Mexico Tribune.
3 1891, (26 Stats., 854), us amended
WILLIAM McKEAN
to enter into a contract with John Penitentiary for paving San FrahM
to
That's
Write.
I have purchased the entire stock" of horses & equipment formerly
the
Way"
'M.f'-ii 41
i
Attorney-at-Laact of February 21, 1893 (27
A. Laughlin of Trinidad, Colorado, to Cisco street irom
the
by
sireei
seiigman
down
to
state
seem
the
paBers
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST i! place bins, install a conveyer and the Cathedral and the south side of, hav6 g,Vgn up aU hopes of 8tatenood Stats'., 470), and that said proof Will
Mining and Land Law.
screens in order to segregate and the Plaza from Seligman street to
New Mexico.
t tne $peclai session. They do not be made before U. S. Commissioner Taos,
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
separate the various sizes of rock at the west side oi tne riaza. was re - ioTOI1 ool -- ftnfi(1onj that, the demn Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M on
the city crusher, thus saving the fered to the City Engineer as their
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
H. L. ORTIZ,
crats will let us In at the regular ses- July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de
it Is said, of no less than twelve
work,
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
did not agree.
sion or any other time.
Counsellor-at-Laand
endavorto give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit ; men and allowing two men to run the figures
Attorney
A contract was entered into for. Well, may be so; let it go at that! Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
:
machine. The contract calls for an the purchase of 300 feet of 16 inch
::
::
:
Practicing before all the courts in
in Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W,
our patronage.
Now let's get down to business.
He names the following witnesses the Territory.
expenditure of $300.
culverting at the price of 73 cents) ii New Mexico can attain the re
Paving Streets.
. New- Mexico
e, payame guUg acnlev6d
per foot r. o. d. bama
under a territorial to prove his actual continuous adverse Santa Fe
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
The city attorney recommended and ninety and 180 days irom ana
of governmllt durlng tne past possession of said tract for twenty
auer,fom
the council approved, that public not- aeuvery.
decade, nothintr can ston our nro- - years next preceding the survey of
PROBERT A COMPANY
ices be given for the paving of lower
Santa Pe, N. M.
,
Phone 130 Red
Tne condition OI me sewer at uie
Wn coll(1 haV( mnvprt mnre the township, viz:
Investments
San Francisco Street and , Palace residence of E. P. Davies on capitoi
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. SalaLai di, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
rapldly under statehood because so
GarNoberto
Pulidor
Avenue, from the Arroyo Sals to the Heights, on report oi Meaitn rnysi - manv
zar,
Martinez,
n(.onc had wn cxnectlne
Money Loaned for Investors
west line of the Spitz property, and cian Miller, was referred to the
It geemg that ag The Range BUg. cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
We have for sale general stocks of
8
m
was
at
set
as
who
p.
the
1,
to
desires
August
sewer and heaitn committees wim E.Mted
Any person
protest Merchandise, Retail Lumber
few dav9 aeo it's miracle
Yard
date and time for hearing any com- instructions to take sucn acuon as j or nothine.
against the allowance of said proof, and
other Business Opportunities
;
be
made In regard the condition demands.
plaints that may
But there is no reason for the pro or who knows of any substantial reato such order.
The finance committee after figur cession of improvements to halt for son under the laws and regulations of throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
That Unpaved Street
ing tile amounts needed for contracts an hour. New Mexico is going to the Interior Department why such Taos.
New Mexico.
In
was
arms
council
about
should
The
ex
not
allowed
up
current
be
proof
will be
build up greatly and rapldly.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
underway and permanent
the unpaved portion of San Francisco penses found that the greatest eco
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Nature has tried, to atone for the given an opportunity at the above- DR. C. M. RILEY,
Street upon which work was begun nomy must be exercisea to Keep tne gtaD QWen gaVe the Territory in the mentioned time and place to cross-e- x
,
Banked by United States War Deby the convicts and which has been city out of debt and that therefore
on uarch 4th by shedding co- - amine the witnesses of said claim Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon.
partment as "Distinguished Institutemporarily dropped. It was decided no further contracts xor improve- pj0Ug (rain) tears over his treachery, ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal Graduate of McKillep's
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Veterinary
to have John A. Laughlin, the con- ments will be entered into, tne
College of Chicago.
taxjWe gnan have the best season In of that submitted by claimant
Department
to
Trinidad
call
tractor
Colorado,
of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
collections of the past twelve months years and our full share of any pros- Through Academic course preparon Warden Romero of the peniten- having yielded not quite $5,000.
that our United States
Register.
Dentistry a Specialty
jperity
ing young men for college or business
tiary and if satisfactory to the warCelso Lopez of the Street Dors over the border enjoys.
Office: East side of plaza, corner
lite. Great amount of open air work.
If you want anything on earth Try of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
den, Mr. Laughlin will finish the job. Committee reported that he had 6b- - j we ought to do fully as well as
Healthiest location of any 'Military
an outrageous and Intoler- tained a right of way and bad opened, Canada, Mexico and the other
"This
la
New Mexican want ad.
a
Phone Red 138.
Union.
in
the
Located
School in the
able condition" said Mayor Seligman
street
McKenzie
rolled
of
, and
without
and
that
grace
eiders,
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
referring to the unfinished street.
from the west side of the Presbyte- - congressional insurgents.
of the West at an elevation of '3700
Drainage of Palace Avenue.
rlan church of the city west of the,
ew Mexico has been advertised
sunshine
sea
above
every
level,
feet
The council ordered an estimate to city limits. He also reported the favorably as never before in her
e
snow
during the
4ay, but little rain or
be made for the drainage of Palace
the parks on Marcy tory and all we need now is a get to-for
fencing
season.
Avenue in order to try to avoid seep- and Hillside avenues and the two
gether spirit of push and hustle and
Fourteen Officers; and Instructors,
age.':,':"'-.,
east of the Catron residence, jeep the bail
Carrying the U. 8. mall and pas
parks
an graduates from standard eastern
Baggage allowance
100 lbs.
t
City attorney was Instructed to and had arrived ana wouia do erecieu
a. step In this direction is to see sengers between Vaughn, N.
and each regular
M,
C.
W.
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
the
excess
Dudrow
suit
ticket,
; j
bring
against
baggage
without
the
Mexico
"New
delay.
Development
(that
Roswell, N. M connecting with the at the rate of $5.00 per hundred Iba
furnished, heated, lighted and modem .
Transfer company for the road tax for
Four deeds were submitted for Conference" at Mountalnair on
- :'..
'
la all respects.
:A'A''-'':We are equipped to carry any kind
the year 1910.
donated to the. city and or-- Ust 5th is the best attended gathering El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock IsE. A. CAHOON, Pres.
REGENTS
land Railroads and the Atchison,
All accounts for the quarter ending dered examined by tne cjty attorney ever held in the Territory.
of
trunks or baggage up to 1,500
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
June 30, were allowed and ordered and If correct to be recorded.
j
Evidently we have got to help our- J. P. WHITE, Treasurer, t
Leaves
rates are given for exour
Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar,.'
The marshall's report for the selves and rely on ourselves and It
paid, the total being $5,892. . ;.
'
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
The matter of putting in more month was very complete and cover- - will take all of ourselves to snatch rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
for
sions.
eight or more passengers.
and W. A FINLET.
Leaves Roswell at 12:10 a.
arlighting was discussed hut delayed un- ed the matter of contagious diseases victory from threatened defeat.
For further : information, write the
For particulars and Illustrated catil the finance committee could make and includad a bill of $350 for durgs
Let the New Mexico slogan mean rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
talogues address:
a report showing aufflcient funds to Eighteen arrests were made in June. a united state if we can not be one
is
COL. JAB. W. WHXSON,
cases of contagious diseases of the other United States. Raton
Seven
for
additional
the
proposed
lightpay
.
collected Range.
Superintendent
reported. Fines
ing. At the same time the chairman were

Grant County.
Carter and associates
Theodore
have leased the old Black Hawk mine
at Black Hawk. Grant county, and will
The Black Hawk was a
operate it
nine years ago. The
producer
heavy
shaft is down GOO feet but it is in
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Less than $5,000 hps been the tax
income of the city of Santa Fe during
the past 12 months. It is not much
of a city that can be run on less than
$5,000 a year, especially
when the
fixed charges amount to 82,000 and
OF MARYLAND
more a quarter. It is a shameful con
WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTING
dition in so old and wealthy a city as
OWNERS AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
Santa Fe, and it is certain that as long
as those conditions prevail, liquor lithrough the use of Automobiles, and it is a very important
cense money and fines imposed on
and necessary kind of INSURANCE.
vice are necessary to keep1 the city out
of debt. It is to be regretted that this
Call On
money is so but when one considers
that Albuquerque needs 875,000 to
$100,000 a year to keep it going; and
Roswell spends $35,000 to $50,000 an:
SANTA FE, N. M
:
:
GENERAL AGENTS,
nually, and even Eaton, Tucumcari,
Silver City, Las Cruces, Las Vegas and
other much smaller New Mexicp
towns expend from $S.0O0 to 30,000 'a
WHO THREW THE
HAPPY.
0
year, then it will be seen that the
CRACKER AT THE DANCE.!
in taxes paid by citizens of Santa
The rescuers tenderly lift np the
Fe toward maintaining the municipalAdditional Arrests Made and. young woman, the sole survivor of the
ity, will not go very far. The condi- Eight
Hearing Promises to be a Lively
shipwreck, who has spent two months
tion emphatically disproves the often
One.
on a desert island, subsisting upon
heard allegation
that taxes
are
stray clams and a tin of biscuits.
high, for were it not for the much conWho threw the fire cracker into
"You'll soon be allright," cheerfully
demned railroads paying their taxes
the small window on the south side promises the ship's doctor, who had
Santa
Fe
promptly,
city and county of Library Hall about 1 o'clock Wed- accompanied the rescuing party. "You
would have to ask for a receiver
nesday morning while the Woman's are wasted away and in the last
Board of Trade Fourth of July dance throes of starvation now, but I'll put
was on?
a
you under a treatment that will build
This is thev question that looms up you up at once. All you need is "
Various counties, both Democratic
and Republican are congratulating at the hearing this afternoon of the
"No, doctor," feebly whispers the
"Just give me a
themselves on account of the reduc- young men who were summoned to- rescued maiden.
tonic to make me strong, but dont
tion in the tax levies this year. It day to appear before Justice M. B.
In addition to the names pub- fatten me a bit I can wear the new
must be remembered that the reduction is in the territorial levy which lished yesterday, Marshal Sena went styles ln dresses now with ease."
is ten mills as against two years ago out this afternoon after seven more Life.
and that it is flue to the economical, young men charged! wiflh violating
honest and wise administration of the city ordinance against shooting
The Cynic.
Republican officials inaugurated four- off fire crackers and thus creating a
I really don't care' for luncheon,"
teen years ago and which has consist- disturbance. ,TheIr names are: Will
said the cynic. "I would be better off
ently reduced the public debt so that Fay, J. Garrett, H. Ervien, O. W. without it.
In fact, I only visit the
today it is less than a million dol- Alexander, Douglas Walker, James restaurants because
I am interested
lars, has improved
the territorial Cruz and, Charles Kaune.
In a certain type of humanity."
Charles
was
The
case
by
opened
has
made epoch making imcredit,
"Then why do you wait until two
provements and increased the assets R. Easley,., assistant city attorney, o'clock, when
the restaurants are deC.
of the Territory to more than double shortly after ,2 p. m.and Attorney
the debt and at the same time has J. Neis represented the defendants serted, and you are the only patron?"
Inquired the bystander.
reduced the tax levy to ten mills on who entered a plea of not guilty.
"Because," replied the cynic, "I am
that
announced
dollar.
the
Attorney Easley
the witnessea for the City would be the certain Interesting type."
Frank Lavan, C. C. Catron, Carl
Massachusetts is hardly an agricul
and ASlaughter. Carl
As Advertised.
tural state and yet the Census Bu Bishop was the first witness
and he
Customer "I see you advertise a
reau says today that' during the cen Bishop
told how he had rushed out of Lib- fire sale. What have you that is marksus year almost twelve million dollars
hall to try to discover who had ed down?
worth of hay was cut in that thickly rary
thrown the offending " fire cracker.
The Public Benefactor Veil, ve
In addition almost Mr. Catron was the: next witness.
populated state.
haft some smoking jackets unt meer-chautwo million dollars worth of cereals
The court was 'asked if Michael
pipes slightly damaged by
were raised together with two million Stanton was to be held as one of the
dollars worth of potatoes and $1,218,- defendants or as a witness,, as it was smoke, unt some raincoats unt umbrellas slightly damaged by vater!
060 worth of tobacco, showing that
stated yesterday that he would not Puck.
'
farming on a small scale will ac- be a defendant, but Acting City Atcomplish great things in the
torney' Easley asked that he remain
A Heavy Incidental Charge.
as a defendant 'for the present intima
"I'm not complaining of the tip to
however that the city's charge
ting
Idaho, a typical western mountain
him, for alleged violation of the waiter," said the frugal patron ol
state like New Mexico, and having against
a New York cafe.
ordinance No. 51 would be dropped.
almost the same population although
"But it is rather large."
The case promises to be a some
on a smaller area, has, according to
"I don't mind. I'm willing to pay
what lengthy, one in the effort to
the census about fifty million dollars discover the
of the practical for the privilege of listening to the
identity
worth of domestic animals or about
who hurled the fire cracker music and looking at the pictures.
as many as West Virginia and New joker
through the window into the Library What I object to is the expensive cusMexico.
The state in the census Hal'
tom of ordering food." .
:'
year had 450,000 head of cattle, 3,000,-00sheep and lambs, 197,000 horses,
BOTH REQUIRED.
4,000 mules. 180,000 swine and over
a million fowls.

NEW MEXICAN

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Daily,, per month, by carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail
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J. B. READ, Cashier,
P. McKANE, As&tart Caster.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

. - $150,000
Cepitai Stock
Surplu&and UndiTfeted Profit 80.000

ee

la a8 Its brandies.

iavorable tersns on aM kinds of
aai sells bonds aad
Bwj and sells

$4,-80-

fUMOl

FOREST CHANGES.
The change in national forest bound-- j
and the perfecting of administra- live units is stil going on, and there
less and less friction between the
authorities and settlers and livestock
, men. In the early days of the nation-- '
al forests, there was naturally much
crudeness in administration. It was a
comparatively new activity for Uncle
new administrative machinery
had to be created, the best methods
had to be devised to look after the
forests, and in selecting the areas to
be withdrawn, the data at hand was
far from complete. But gradually for-est administration is becoming a sci- ence and it is being felt even by the
West, that altogether, a well admims- forest which includes only for-land or land that is to be reforest- ea without much delay is a good thing
even for the stockman and certainly
for such communities as Santa Fe and
Albuquerque.
A number of changes in the Nation- al forests of California, Oregon, Idaho,
and Wyoming, made in the interest
of more convenient and economical ad- ministration and especially of better
protection against fire, have just been
announced. These changes have been
acomplished by President Taft through
a series of proclamations signed at
different times in June, but all becom- ing effective July 1. The proclama- tions were drawn so as to dovetail in- to one another with the result that
:

AND LOGICAL.

IT'S SIMPLE
people of
- f The
twQ thir(lg of

New Mexico, or rath-arie- s
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domes-MfcagsMi-

tttad forcssa

bic

aad snafcw

transfer of
world oa-a- s liberal terms as
noaeysapstttette-cUfam- l
Hot agency pstbUcar private.
InfMrt autewegB4kevsBpit xkjbe rate-o- f fear per coat
cttclkmtf

r
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Liberal advances
riculture and livestock for their liv-i- s
per annua, a ate moaUuT
yesurs' tfa
.Rg
why tnerefore) should not the
rwMteirmfnt rf
iwk ami
The bank
public schools pay more attention to
ha
aad ai ms
ftae,
1labaaUas;
agriculture the breeding of animals,
aM
m
as is
mspects,
natur
of
the improvemmt
cropa the
of the soi? why Bhouid ther not De
cansfetesst with safety ami the principles of sound banking.
gchool gardens and small dem0nstra-Sam- ,
The patronage of the pahUc is
Safety deposit bases for
Uon armg surrounding eVry 8cnoo
aottdted.
waspecthsOy
houge? what woujd. it not man j0
New Mexico if instead of raising eight
busheis of corn on
tQ twelv
Vry
acre under cultivati0n, thirty or forty
bushls Wre produced; if instead of
scruDby ghep and cows high bred
animals were the rule?
Surly the
weaIth of this territor. would multi-terep,y amazingly. idieness would van-es- t
ish. dStitution would be the excep.
tion lnstad of fte me. the boys and
William Vaughn, Prop. .
gir,s woud not
vainly looldng for
wWte shirt g,eve jobs
ganta Fe
One
in
would become a rich cityi jf the thdu- men
and youths ,n tMg dty
gand w,e
ROOMS IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH
WPe interested in scientific farming,
' H
Cuisine and?" '
i they knew bow to utmze the land
Large SamDle
Room for Com
Service
and tne waBte watrg o tm
Tatye
t0 produce cropS- - Santa Fe would not
Unexcelled
mercial Travelers
n(J tQ subsidize factories or coax
railroad3 to do something for it, but
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
would flourish if twenty
thousand
acres in tWs lmmediat vicinity were
pl.oducing crops wnlch careful cultiva.
tion and Bdentffic management would
make pog8ible
But the beginnl
QQl
must be made Jn the
jn.
taken all together they substitute 26 terst o th& cbndren must be awak.
17
national forests for a former
Dd ttey mugt be lven.
The only increase in area to in Cal- an
un
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
iforn.a, in which two small additions, R ,nt0
l0fc ft w(jM
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
a
of
over
17,total
little
a
involving
of New MxicQ.s
riches
000 acres are made. On the other hand Vlopment
al
tom and
the lins Qf
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
the proclamatmns eliminate a total of with
most
anent resuH
well lighted and ventilated,
85,follows:
as
242,000
acres,
nearly
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone. ,
000 acres in California, nearly 126,000
' FINE SAMPLE ROOM,
acres in Oregon, about 6,000 in Idaho, ' SUCH NEEDLESS QUESTIONS.
The New York Sun, which is known
and about 25,080 acres in Wyoming.
CHEERFUL DINING
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
which puts as the paper with a chronic grouch,
Thus the
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
wants
26 national forests in place of 17 is
every Bar Association to ask
in its members to reply to the follow-are-a
accompanied by a net reduction
of 225,000 acres. It is explained ing questions, to be answered under
that
by officials of the XT. S. department oath, with the understanding
of agriculture that last summer's fire every lawyer who refuses to answer
.
WOOL MARKET.
The collector of the poll tax at Las
experience in the northwest made it.t&e queries unequivocally, be sent to
St. Louis, Mo., July 7. Wool, un
of
out
clear that many
Cruces has brought suit against 20
the forest supervis-3"Territory and western me
ors were in charge of units which 'Did you ever compound a felony? of 900 delinquent tax payers who have changed;
diums 1719 12; fine mediumB 16
ever
"Did
hold up the final
you
were too large for efficient administra- failed to come across with their poll 17
fine 1114
The changes are a part of a Pers ln a suit until the unhappy client tax. The 20 name were selected by
LIVESTOCK.
to
fee?
ShortJOrders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
increase
agreed
your
movement
to
lot and they will have the costs, at
general
develop, with the
Chicago, Ills,, July 7. Receipt- sever
"Did
in
refuse
'the
'ou
day
aid of last year's experience, the most
least $5.00, added to the $1.00 due. The Cattle 2,000, niarket steady; Beeves
Famished rooms in connection. Rot & Cold Baths. Electrfc Lights
efficient system of fire protection pos- - court' t0 a client wno confessed he next 20 will be picked in the same
' Texas steers
4.605.80;
4.906.90;
had no more money?
sible at the present time.
manner until every one of the 900 has Wesjtern steers. 4.75 5.90; stockers
222 San Francisco Street
G. LIPE HERRERA.
::
Prop
"Did you ever meet a judge and dis- rustled
$1.00 tax and $5.00 costs. It is and feeders ' 3.25 5.50;
cows and
cuss the case 'in the club?'
a method that is respectfully com heifers 2.355.80;
calves
6.008.
SANTA FE BEATS THEM ALL.
"Do you make it a practice as 'an
mended to bring the 900 delinquent
14,000, market firm
Hogs
Receipts
witness-millioof
Eighty-ninthe court' to 'coach
million of the ninety officer
to 10 cents higher, light 6.356.80;
poll tax payers in Santa Fe to time.
people of the United States, es' prior to the trial?
mixed 6.356.85; heavy 6.206.80;
"In recovering money in a damage
are no doubt under the impression that
With the department of justice in rough 6.206.35;
good to choice
Canada is cooler in summer than is suit have you ever charged more than
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of heavy 6.356.80;
6.106.65;
that
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go
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Santa Fe. But this week, when a
bulk of sales 6.506.70.
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more
there
business,
heat wave covered the entire coun-- ! "Have you ever knowingly divided reason than ever that the Santa Fe
market
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Toronto, Canada,
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that
Mexico,
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to
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"Strange,
be
Checks
separate
just
and
,
Foreign Money Orders''
was 61 degrees. Nor does this differ-- .
.
.
.
and thus add another sheaf to the al ers 2.504.25; native cows and heif"Why
strange?"
ence in temperature express com-harvest of statehood ers 2.256.25; stockers and feeders "Because It is a regular star cham
ready
able add lucrative, of professions."
pletely the degree o greater comfort,
literature at this special session of 2.754.75; bulls 2.754.75; calves, ber proceeding."
U. S., Canada, Mexico
for in Santa Fe the high temperatures
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congress.
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a
at
Should it not be
western cows 2.50 4.50.
felony,
were accompanied by low humidity, by
' Only a Part of It.
Hogs, receipts, 9,000, market 5 to
"You say she is a woman With a
refreshing breezes and by a , quick least a misdemeanor, to rob a person The city council at its meeting last
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of Mb sleep? Are not the drunks who
10 higher, bulk of sales 6(.356.50;
cooling off in the early evening.
past .And does she deny it?"
evening took further steps for the
buttwo
o'clock
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at
Palace
and
P
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heavy 6.356.4; packers
Similarly, most people imagine that
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6.306.55; Judge.
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I
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this a city Beautiful.'
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OBTAINS
degrees colder in winter they are
"Say o more!" " .'si
cotLiverpool, Eng., July 7. Close:
ten totwenty degrees hotter in sum- again he is guilty of a felony. But
RARE AND COSTLY VOLUMES,
one could almost feel affection for
ton, spot auiet: prices 11 points lower
mer, and suffer such rapid changes in
A WAY TO FIX HIM..
The
are so quiet.
The New Mexico Historical Society American middling fair 8.51; good
temperature, such wide range between burglars. They
who enter your
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7.97; low mid
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come
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morning and evening, as to be not in screeching means of
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window by
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as Santa Fe.
but expensive
money, which can be replaced,
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Southwest. It is likely
history
precious, priceless sleep, which canHay Fever and Summer Colds.
The Maine was blown up by an in- not be bought. Can't they be put to to he years before another copy of
any one of these volumes will1 be ob- Must be relieved quickly and koley's
terior explosion, says General Wil- jail, or sent to the bug house?
v
tainable and they add greatly to the Honey and Tar Compound 'will do it
liam H. Bixby, chief of engineers, U.
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an energetic effort to have the county execution of the ring leader in the ence. For sale by all druggists.
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provide for the publi- killing of Governor Bent This volume
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PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL $50,000.00

J. P. Adams of Creely, Colo., Is
here on irrigation matters.
Fred A. Elliott, a dry goods salesman of St. Louis, is in the city.
J. S. Hunter, a hardware salesman
of Kansas City, is at the Palace.
Paul C. Standley, a government official from Washington, is at the Pal-

Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
w

Established

ace.
W. C. Beall of Albuquerque, selling
typewriters; is calling on local businessmen today.
Mr. and Mrs. H". S. Palmer of Reno,
Nevada, are sightseers registered a:
the Montezuma.
...
..,..4. ... .
Mrs, John B. Levert, who sustained
painful injuries by being thrown from
horse, is able to be out again.
Mrs. B. F. Morris of Santa Cruz,
who is a relative of Mr. and Mrs.
Leo Hersch, is at the Palace.
Miss Simmons, librarian of the

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier.
President
"
'
'
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier '

H. B, LAUOHLIN,

,

.

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

Clerk James A. Shipley and Samuel
SchifT, a merchant, all of Silver City,
passed Lamy last evening on Santa
Fe train No. 2, for Atlantic City, N.
J., to attend the national B. P. O. E.
convention.
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the
Santa Fe Land Office, expects to go to
California for his summer vacation
next month and if he like the climate
he may make California his home
While on his vacation lie will visit his
two uaugmeis, jiis. cuiumuu luuu
and Mrs. Noland.
Frank P. Sturges, vice president,,
and C. F. McKay, linotype machinist
operator, of the New Mexico Printing
with Sheriff
company,
together
Charles Closson and others left today
for the upper Feaches of Cow Creek,
a tributary of the upper Pecos, to
spend the next two weeks making life
miserable for the finny population.
Clinton Crandall, superintendent of
the V. S. Indian Industrial School left
last night for Rochester to attend the
convention of the Mystic Shriners.
Surveyor General and Mrs. John
W. March are home from their honey- Columbus
moon trip to Cleveland,
and oher eastern cities.

left yesterday
over the D. & R. G. for Santa Cruz,
where she will visit friends for a
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SANTA FE STRAWBERRIES

Richard Stevens, Formerly of This
City, Dies Six Months After

His Sister.
Luis E. Alarid of this city todey received tie sad newsvof ,the death of
his brother-in-laRichard Stevens,
formerly of this city, and son of R.
M. Stevens, who at, one time was
prominent in Santa Fe affairs. The deceased was 50 years of age. The fu
neral took iiiace at Ash Fork. His
wife and a child survive him. His sister died only six months ago. Besides Mrs. Alarid, the other sisters are
Mrs. Nicacio C. de Baca of Las Vegas;
Mrs. Amado C. de Baca of Albuquerque. A brother, John L. Stevens, a
well known printer, now at Trinidad,
Colorado, also survives.
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chemicals dispensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

"Always Reliable"-
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Elegant Style

Magnificent Display
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It Will Bring to Santa Fe a Number
of Noted Archaeologists arid
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
BERNALILLO APRICOTS
Other Scientists.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher of Washing
SIGN WRITING
ton, D. , chairman of the managing
AND PEACHES
committee of the School of American
First Class Work Guaranteed
Archaeology, has notified Judge John
R, McFie, who is a member of the
BUY YOUR
committee, that she has called the
annual meeting for August 22, at 10
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
a. m. at the Governor's Palace. Ar
309 San Francisco
rangements will be, made for the
committee
to visit the Rito de los
- FOR PRESERVING NOW
Street
Frijoies where the School will conto
tinue
excavations.
make
The meet
They will not be cheaper but will
ing will bring to Santa Fe many
scientists.
go higher.
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tha Palace hotel.
Miss Joan Balantyne left last even
She
ing for her home at Madrid.
had been in attendance at the Normal
Institute in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Clark of Alcal
de are in the city. Mr. Clark is a
businessman- and postmaster of Al-- i Innnl team
STOKES GAVE GIRLS ADVICE.
Tt la .HtiTlppssarv tn flav
caldfr and has many friends in Santa, that lt w,n
of
most
the
one
hardly
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...-TV..
.
. .... ..
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.,
(Continued from page one.
contests yet muuigeu in oy me
Mrs. W. G. Sargent, wife of the iougnt
to
one
stand
local team as they
game
'
territorial auditor, who has been the bad with the Maroons on the him that each of them, had shot
quite ill at the sanitarium, was seen year's play. Las Vegas has so far de- Stokes.
out driving again this morning much feated
It was rumored that the defendants
every team with which it has would not
to the pleasure of her many friends.
go on the stand at this
one
and
of
have
played this season,
Territorial
Secretary and Mrs. the
in the South- examination.
strongest
lineups
home last evening
Jaffa returned
west. Lockhart, .the big Indian pitchfrom Denver where they spent two
ROSY AS A GIRL.
new re-weeks during which Mr. Jaffa under er, together with Smith the
N. C In a letter received
Summit,
went successfully an operation by cruit who swamped Wagon Mound last from this place, Mr. J. W. Church, the
urn
UC VV1LU
IUU1U1
Will
tuiu
icaiu
Dr. Levy, a well known specialist.
notary public, says: "My wife had
to do battle.
been ailing for nearly 12 years, from
Judge Robert M. Force, has just re ready
will
have
team
local
The
McCarthy,
turned from Ojo Caliente, Taos counana at times, was
on th iemaie auments,
and Safford
to
unable to leave the house. She sufty, and will leave tonight forhisold Lopez and a new ready will go
slaD
probably
re-'lineup
homo in Kentucky Mrs. Force will
fered agony with her side and back.
turn in a few days from Ojo Caliente.:; " presented to me local ians wr We tried physicians for years, without
where she has been spending the early j ineir Deneiit. i ne team is practicing relief. After these treatments
familiar failed, she took Cardui. and eained all
daily and are becoming
summer.
in
new
at
Association
the
diamond
with
'Hlerk .Tose TJ. Sena who
Kiinrem
weight at once. Now, she is red and
.. .
I
41
U ..
l i
'
;il
wuele lue
leam wl" ue'c" rosy as a school girl." Cardui, as a
has been at Jemez Springs for
providing the tonic for women, has brought remarkhealth, is expected back Saturday. ater auu tnelr
muB uleuua lu iJlu,Br able results. It relieves
is said that he is much improved vuullu
pain and
With and has mined four nounds. i support and patronage. Arrangements
misery and is the ideal tonic for young
men
made
with
are
the
being
livery
Before leaving here he suffered with
and old. Try it. At druggists.
and owners of vehicles so that there
rheumatism.
Miss Smith, secretary of Gilbert Mc- - will be proper facilities for carrying
to the new park. The ad
Clurg, formerly of Colorado Springs,.!: Passengers
and now in charge of the land exhib- mission wii be fifty cents, which will
The Pathway to the
it at New York, is in Santa Fe to in- include grand stand.
On
15th
and
the
.Sunday
Saturday
show
in
terest businessmen
the great
and ICth the local team plays Dawson,
to advertise western lands.
Charles A. Spiess returned last ev and on the 23rd the Albuquerque team
ExIs most frequently
ening from Washington, wheTe he has will cross bats wJthUhe locals.
been working in the interest of state cursions are being arranged from Al
trodden
by tho s e
hood. Mr; Spiess has. not given up buquerque and Santa" Fe will be given
whose
scientific
if the fans
hope that the special session of con- plenty of good baseball
'to support the
show
a
of medidisposition
New
Mexico
statehood
will
knowledge
gress
give
cinal chemicals is
before adjournment Las Vegas Op team. Now, altogether next Sunday!
'
3 o'clock p. m.
tic.
slight. The DrugB. Walton, City
Editor, William
gists themselves are
Clerk and Mrs. H. H. Betts, Deputy DEATH OF WELLKMOWN

IS YOURS FOR SOMETHING ELSE.

OUR SPECIAL

Susie West,

month.
Mrs. J. Kahn, formerly a resident of
Santa Pe where Bhe owns property and
now living in New York city, is at

We wiH do our share. What you
save in buying

t'AGE FIVE

and have them counted. In the vernacular of the time, the boys were
"there with the goods." Flies were
brought in by the sack full, in paper
a few
boxes, in paper baps, and
brought the result of their hunt in express wagons. Counting the catch
was out of the question. The only
means of determining who had won
was by measuring. That the fly pest,
which is said to be responsible in all
parts of the country for many dis
eases, has been very materially lessened in San Antonio is true, and it
is most Interesting to note the various
methods employed by the boys to capSANTA FE MEETS LAS
ture the insects. That the boys of San
VEGAS NEXT SUNDAY
Antonio have been busy "swatting the
fly" for the past three weeks is very
FiC.
Burke
Makes
Edward
Manager
much in evidence and this novel anti-flnal Arrangements for a
campaign has started a similar
Good Game.
movement in many other cities and
towns, in addition to teaching the neManager Edward C. Burke this
for careful sanitation and that
cessity
morning finally, closed arrangements it is easier to
prevent disease than
with the Las Vegas Maroons for their ; to
cure it.
appearance here Sunday next when i
they will cross bats with the strong

Public Library, has returned from
Denver where she spent the last

month.
Miss

M.

J. P. Steed & Son

KILLING THE M08T FLIES.
San Antonio, Texas, July 7. When
CARPENTERS
one of the big newspapers of this city
offered a prize for the boy killing the
AND CABINET MAKERS.
most flies by the 3rd of July, the author of the idea, Tom Brown, a leading business man of the city, had no FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
notion of the size of the undertaking
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
he had inaugurated. On the sixth of
Jury, the boys were instructed to bring
their files to the Daily Express office All Work Guaranteed.
Phone. Red 115
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gious society. We stand for training
the youth along four great lines:
Outspoken Acknowledgment of Christ.
Constant Service for Christ, Loyalty
to Christ's Church. Fellowship with
Christ's People. 'Whatever features
we introduce or omit, let us not forget or minimize these features, which

PRESS THE

ENLARGEMENT AND EFFICIENCY

Peculiarly

165

1

ojany

the Year in Which to

Urge Peace Movement

30

ofTaft.

10 15
9 49
9 32

8 55
9 05
8 20

sjbell

,

Christian

Endeavor,

which for thirty years have made it
and which
increasingly successful,
have caused it to find a home in
every land beneath the sun.
There are two dangers to be
guarded against. First, a narrow
which would make the
society merely a prayer meeting,
with a verv narrow round of duties
for a few of the spiritually gifted;
and, on the other hand, an unintelligent inclusaveness which, for the
sake of numbers of prestige, adopts
every latest young people's fad, thus
belittling or perhaps crowding out
the very things which Christian Endeavor was established to maintain
until at last, as one has graphically
expressed it, "the guest has eaten up

FRIDAY, JULY

M.

years In the comfort that should be
nis portion.
The three printers

that started the
modest little enterprise that has
grown into the magnificent newspaper
property of the San Antonio Express
of today, have passed off the scene
cf action, and that great property
was sold only a few months ago for
The success of
more than $600,000.
the Express has been a matter of
pride to San Antonio and the entire
Southwest, and it is today one the
great newspaper properties of the
country. El Paso Times.
GLEANINGSBY

A RUSTY PEN

(By J. W. Roberts.)
STUCK.
His name was Willie Wood,
Her name was Susie Glue,
He pressed her to his heart and said,
"My dear, I'm stuck on you."
Good Form.
A cool proceeding,
kissing a lady's
snowy brow.
Congressmen in Washington.
Uneasy lies the head that tells a good
many of them.
Also Added to Our Grief.
Before slates were used, people multiplied on the face of the earth.
"Me Too!"
favors
An eastern' haberdashery
the abolition of the coat and vest. A
to the editors; that is, to
those who happen to own shirts.
In Santa Fe, Too.
That ladies easily learn to play the
violin is not surprising when their
experience in handling beaux is taken
into consideration.
1! Damn ! !
'X
We are told that "General Sherman
was always coolest when on- die point
of attack. Most people are always
hottest when on the point of a tack."
Nor to Play the
Mrs. Partington will not allow Ikie to
play the guitar. She says he had it
once and it nearly killed him. Ex.
Sad but True.
Bond. "Why do you always call your
,
wife an old hen?"
r
Galon. "Because she always cackles
when she lays for me."
W. C. T. U.
e
A
can sing when it is merely filled with water But man, proud
man, is no
He's Soon Divorcee.
Can a clergyman marry, himself?"
asks an eastern exchange. Well, all
we've got to say is that if he does,
he gets a mighty poor wife.
So Will You.
No kissing by telephone for us. We
prefer to take the electricity direct
from the battery.
They Have Our Sympathy.
The young man who threw that fire
cracker into the dance at Library Hall
on the 4th, and was afterwards arrested, has our sympathy as we have
heard that it was not one of the best
kind and it only "sizzled."

Weak Heart

n

Many people suffer from we.k Hearts. They may experi
- - v- - - ence snorniess ui wwu v
or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing afler meaig or their
eyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
to pump blood to the extremities, and they have cold hands
end feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supply
to the stomach. A heart tonic and alterative should be taken
t.
Such is Dr. Pierce's Golden
which has no bad
Medical Discovery, which contains no dangerous narcotics
nor alcohol.
The Ingredients, at attested under oath, are Stone root (Colllnsoola Canadea- sis). Queen's root (StlMagia SylvaUca), Black Cherrybark (Prunua Virginian).
Mandrake root (Podophyllum Peltatum), with triple refined glycerine, prepared
n m Mnuw umiuity in a way mat noaruffitist couia imiuaiv.
This tonie contains no alcohol to shrink up the red blood corpuscles ; but, on
the other band, it increases their number and they become round and healthy.
It helps the human system in the constant manufacture of rich, red blood. It
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the food,
end many uncomthereby helping digestion and curing dyspepsia, heart-bur- n
fortable symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers ;
antemic
for the
people, the " Discovery" is refreshing
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse all " just as good"
medicines offered by the druggist who is looking for a larger profit. Nothing
but Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will do you half as much good.
-'

after-effec-

run-dow- n,

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Atlantic City, N. J., July 6. The
4 16
Rev. Francis E. Clark, president of
8 02
4 43
7 45
Lv
Ar
Olmarron.:
the United Society of Christian En-5 00
6 35
Ar am
Lv
Cimarron
6 10
6 27
deavor, today delivered the opening
PI
Nash
5 18
6 17
Harlan
5 2S
address before the International Con-- , the host."
i
6 00
94
Ar
Cte Park, N.M...LV
6 45
vention of the Society, now in session Against both of these dangers we
pm p m
here. Dr. Clark said in part:
It is
have one great safeguard.
serf The great advance of recent days, found in our pledge, which is both
,
jOonnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both Northjttnd'Soutb."
which proves that the divine favor inclusive whatever Christ the Master
SStaga for Van Hoaten K, M. meets trains at Preston U.IM.I
Stage leaves Uta Park. N, M.. for Klizahethtown, TJ. M., at 9;00 a. m, dally except tests upon the Christian Endeavor .would like to have us do, yet, limiting
nndsys, Fare fc.ou one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggaze carried free.
movement, should only be an incen- ' our society and defining it as the
A Lesson in History.
the brain of uninspired man.
O. AS. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives fromlthe
to make our societies better in tinctively religious life of young peo- The Constitution may be changed,
Mexican:
of
New
Editor
the
th at 4:38 a. m
every way, that we may be worthy pie,
do not believe it can be improved)
(I
Dear Sir: I have been infornjed laws
of His continued blessing.
As the
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Z. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAII HOUTEN,
may be enacted and repealed,
that some person or persons in Santa
motto of our Increase Campaign at
V. P. & G. M.,
Q. P. Agent,
may be born and disapSuperintendent,
Fe have taken exception to the state generations
the last Convention was "Enlarfee-ment,-"
but the immortal Declaration of
pear,
Carment
about
in
my history
I propose that this year it
FLASHES
King
EDITORIAL
will remain unique,
los the Second being King of Spain Independence
should be "Efficiency."
and
alone,
just as it was
peerless
at the time DeVargas reconquered
Let me suggest a few lines of
immortal
adopted by the fifty-six- .
under1692
1693.
I
New
and
Mexico,
Does.
"
He
And
achievement which I think are within
It can neither be altered,
signers.
maintain
these
stand
that
persons
That heat wave in the east gives
the bounds of our accomplishment
changed, enlarged nor diminished.
that Charles the Twelfth was king As
months to the New Mexican editor a chance to
It was adopted, so It stands today
during the twenty-fou- r
to
of Spain at that time. In answer
come, They are, you will see, all again extol the beauties of Santa le
will stand as a beacon light to
and
that criticism I wish to state that if
along the lines of the providential climate. Albuquerque Herald.
guide the oppressed of the earth Into
was
did
not
know
he
what
DeVargas
development of Christian Endeavor.
of Liberty.
Tv0.,
that the haven
talking about in his diary
The Good Roads Bulletin.
I would only ask you to enter the
most
the
But
pleasing part of the
to
be corrected. Secondly:
ought
doors of God open to us.
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to tbe Pacific Coast, via NBW
Only e few persons have called at
Car- entire day was the people. Although
a
never
had
named
king
Spain
office
for
tn
Journal
copies
Morning
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theoea
We have become in the broadest
los the Twelfth, Charles the Second the city was thronged to overflowing,
sense, more than ever during these of the splendid first number of "New
was the monarch on the throne when there was not the slightest sign of
two years past, an international or- Mexico Good Roads" the initial good
was happy, conDeVargas came into New Mexico and disorder, everybody
ganization. In every land beneath roads bulletin issued by the office of
thank God, there
and
cheerful,
tented,
he reigned from 1665 to 1700 and was
the sun the name "Christian Endeav- the territorial engineer.
of was not the smallest accident to mar
succeeded
D'Anjou,
by
grandson
nor interThis is not
or" is known, and its principles are
Then the day
of France. The the general hilarity.
Louis Fourteenth
Almost without know est. The engineer's bulletin enterwas a perfect day, even for
acknowledged.
itself
did
not
acquiesce
Spanish nobility
ing it, certainly without much hu prise is a splendid one. Just the simIn the selection made by Charles the Santa Fe.
OR
man guidance, we have become
a ple reading of this bulletin will in"The sun came forth; each mounSecond and that fact brought on one
world-wid- e
brotherhood that embra crease you enthusiasm for good roads,
f
tain height
most
of
calamitous
and
the
greatest
make you feel more the fact that you
ces every race and region.
of
a
Glow'd
with
rosy
light,
tinge
in
wars
Spain.
What, then, is more natural or are a Parl " a great Dig movement, an
There was a Charles the Twelfth And flowers that slumbered through
ROUTE
more Important than that we should
the night,
but he was king of Sweden and reignstand in every land for the fellowship more than can be estimated to the
Their
dewy leaves unfold;
ed from 1697 (five years after De
of the nations and the peace of the well being and the progress and prosto A flood of splendor burst on high,
New
entered
had
Mexico)
Vargas
New
Mexico.
The
of
world? What organization has a perity
general
And ocean's breast gave back a sky,
August 8, 1700.
better chance or a more imperative circulation of this bulletin, which Is
All steeped In molten gold."
e
It is a pleasure for me to discuss But
Far rates and full inform atto address
call to unite the future leaders of most attractively gotten up, will
even after the sun had set.
historical topics especially those darkness was banished by the luminreligious world in a pact that can j complish much to spread the gospel
bearing on New Mexico's history. ous display of fireworks, that called
of
l.'ver be rroken by the hideous god and enlist the warmer
El Paso Texas.
the people whose interest is indispen- of war?
Fortunately I do not have to depend on thousands of delighted spectators into
mere the street to enjoy the brilliant specor
bet-th- e
saDle
to
plagiarism,, translations
the
of
more
and
to
building
is
This
press
peculiarly the year
have tacle.
encyclopedic knowledge for I
peace idea. President Taft hasjter roads, now so much needed in
the real documents in my possession
uttered his ringing note that hasivery part of New Mexico and espe- I cannot close this brief, imperfect
B. M. READ.
aroused the echoes in every land. Sir cially near Albuquerque and in the val
tribute of admiration and gratitude, to
Edward Grey and the leaders of both ley south of her.
all concerned, without thanking the
Anni
One Hundred and Thirty-fiftAt least every membe
of the New
great English parties have seconded
able staff of the New Mexican for
of
Declaration
of
the
versary
in Mexico Automobile Association ought
his brave words. Endeavorers
their splendid description of the
Independence.
many lands have already expressed to have a copy of this bulletin. Come
It was, indeed,,
celebration.
day's
About a third of a century ago
their gratitude that some statesman to the Morning Journal office, get a
above all praise, and should be pre
VIA
arived in Santa Fe, and during all served as a fitting momento of the
dares to refer every question of na- copy and have your name and the
that time, no celebration of our ever celebration of the One Hundred and
tional import to arbitration. British names of interested friends to be put
glorious Independence Day can begin Thirty-FiftEndeavorers are peculiarly enthu- on the engineer's mailing list. The
Anniversary of the DECto compare with that of 1911. The LARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
Palace.
siastic over the possibilities of a bulletin is absoluteiy free and the pubPaul S. Standley, Washington; Mrs. idea of introducing the arrival of El
compact which shall unite English-speakin- lic here ought to at least show this
So, hoping tnat this auspicious
F. Morris, Santa Cruz; J. S. Hunter, Conquistador De Vargas into Santa
in an indissoluble much appreciation of the
peoples
celebration will be Imitated and imenterprise
;
(Scenic Line of the World)
was
was
Fe
and
a
it
one,
happy
treaty. Let this Convention go on of the engineer. Albuquerque Jour Kansas City; J. P. Adams, Greeley,
proved upon by the generations of the
record with equal urgency, and let nal.
Colo.; Margaret Burrows, Atchison, splendidly designed and carried out
future, for all the coming years, and
these two years to come mark a great
Kas.; Fred A. Elliott, St. Louis; Mrs. to the entire satisfaction of every that the New Mexican will renew Its
advance the world over in promoting
Kahn, New York; Clifford S. Pol one who was fortunate enough to wit- youth like the Phoenix and continue
An Old Timer.
ness it.
the fellowship of mankind so far as Many years ago there were three lock, .Minneapolis,.
its magnificent work for the upbuildcan
it.
Endeavor
Christian
promote
Indeed, with the enthusiasm and ing of our beloved
in
Atlantic City,
the
.35
then
town
small
State of New
printers
of
$85.35
Our duty to promote the fellowship San Antonio, who arrived at the con
Montezuma.
George Mexico,
patriotic
of the churches as well as of the naB. M. Granahan, St. Louis;
Robert W. Armijo as the central figure it
I am, sincerely, your friend,
50.35
16.35 tions must never be forgotten or mi- aclusion matin a daily newspaper was M.
Pueblo,
Chicago,
C. W. Moss, El Paso; could not have been otherwise. I do
Foree,
that
A. L. MORRISON.
and
City;
much
after
necessity
city,
'
not
our
nimized. But
society has
cogitating and laying of heads to- II. M. Skinner, Chicago; H. P. War not think that any city In the Union
Colo. Springs,
18.15
St. Louis,
44.35 only relations to every nation and gether, it was decided to take im ner, Albuquerque; Ira Allison, Taos; could produce such a dramatic, and
Honest Medicines Versus Fakes
denomination, but its relations to mediate action, and in a few days the Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Palmer, Reno; S. at the same time such a historic pag
Taft's recent message sugPresident
and
are
scene
was.
which
eant
as
ours
in
equally
county,
The
city
San Antonio Expres was born. Frank D. Fuller, Hale.
21.10
to the Pure
St. Paul,
amendment
50.35 state,
an
Denver,
gesting
must
An
modi
Endeavorer
it was protrayed is (with slight
Important
Grice, E. A. Cotton and J. Sceisliff
in- Its relation to
law
and
Food
Drugs
never forget that he is a citizen, and constituted the trio that thus started
fications) the same and the native
Coronado.
not refer to
he is not a good Endeavorer unless out to supply
race. Prepared Medicines, does as
the few American
Manuel Olguin, Tony Beaumock, D. peiople, who are the same
Foley's
medicines
standard
such
he is a good citizen. Our State and citizens of San Antonio at that time E.
same
and
the
pro
language
Jenkins, Robert Hicks, M. Smith, speaking
and Foley
Tar
and
Coumpound
Honey
falocal unions are every year growing with a long felt want
same
the
their
fessing
religion
City.
in value and influence and should rethers did when they wfth DeVargas Kidney Pills, both of which are true
The arduous duties of issuing the
ON SALE DAILY
Inat their head marched in and took medicines carefully compounded of
ceive the wisest and most energetic Express every
morning was shared HEAT PROSTRATIONS UN
medicinal
qualities
of this ancient, yet, mod- gredients whose
guidance.
by these three, they constituting its
KNOWN IN SOUTHWEST. possession
JUNE I TO SEPTEMBER 30, LIMIT OCTOBER 31.
are recognized by the medical profesern city of ours.
But unions for world, nation, state, entire staff.
The paper was a good
as the best known remedial
Then, to complete the picture, came sion itself
city, or county are but expressions one, when its opportunities were taken Dallas, Tex., July 7. While all parts
for the diseases they are In- agents
us
our
and
of
furnish
the
into
op
of
descendants
the
but
the
fellowship,
trouble
aborigines,
consideration,
of the country are reporting high tem
Tickets and Reservations at . . . New Mexican Building or Union Depot.
over three
portunities for united service. The was with the opportunities. There peratures and heat prostrations, so far whose fathers were conquered by Deii tended to counteract' For Tar
d
and
Honey
decades
Foley's
most important work of the indivi came dark and grievous days when it not a
in
all their barbaric trappings,
from heat has been Vargas,
prostration
tor
standard
a
been
remedy
j
has
own
dual Endeavorer is done in his
faces, and feathered headdress- pound
appeared as if the Morning Express reported in the Southwest While it is
society, under- the direction of his was destined to fall by the wayside. true that the sun beats down with es.
It required but a slight stretch coughs, colds and affections of the
own church and pastor.
of the imagination to fancy that the; throat, chest and lungs for children
and that it did not fall was due to much
the temperature does 17th.
Shall these, then, be our ambitions the kindly action of a man who step not vigor, yet
the 18th and the 20th centuries and for grown persons, and it retains
as
as
in
high
many parts of had met in peace,
and our efforts for the biennium ped into the breach and furnished the get
amity, patriotism j today its preeminence above all other
North and East. The highest re and
which is before us?
the necessary sinews of war to carry
to cele- - preparations of Its kind. Foley juaney
Americanism,
genuine
ported from the bureau at San An
meritor-docume1. As an international organization, on the
struggle that was being made tonio for June is 101, on the 13th; the brate the signing of the grandest Pills are equally effective and
.,
ever
the promotion of world-wid- e
lous. For sale by all druggists.
peace. by these three determined printers.
that
from
emanated
lowest, 63 on the 2nd of June. It is
or
2. As an Interdenominational
Captain E. B. Millett, a generous the
prevailing climatic conditionganization, a still wider fellowship wholesouled and prosperous cattle
of all young Christians.
man of that section, recognized, the splendid gulf breezes that sweep over
3. As State
Field situation, and believing that the this part of the country and cool
organizations,
Secretaries who will promote our struggling promoters of this newspa nights which make heat prostrations
principles and our fellowship in every per enterprise were worthy of help, unknown in ihe Southwest
section.
he furnished the money necesary to
4. As a local organization.
keep the Express going until it could
a. A campaign of education in be made a paying venture.
He asked
12, 13, 14, 1911,
10,
no security of the three printers hand
every society.
b. A campaign of efficiency, pro ling the enterprise, merely suggest
moted by careful rating of faithful ing, "Boys, you can repay me if you
are ever able." -- i
service, In every society.
c. A simple form for opening and
With the passing years the Ex
closing our meetings in every society press grew strong and prospered and
which shall emphasize our unity and Its generous financial backer, also
EXCURSION
OH ALL RAILROADS
saw his wealth grow until he believed
demonstrate our fellowship.
Never for a moment would I for there was nothing in the future to be
But with the passing
get, or have you forget, the Source apprehended.
DicnOi'iAKir
of our strength. Ours is a religious years there came another of those
Write for Premium List and Program.
society, and it prospers only as sucn recurring crises in the cattle business
,
THE KERRIAH WEBSTER?
a society. Hundreds of young peo which swept his : fortune entirely
ple's societies have been born, have away. He was not living In San An
Because J Lf aw CBBiu
ISAAC BARTH,
JOHN B. McMANUS,"
been loudly trumpeted abroad, .have tonlo at that time, but In some way
rT
TlOir, oorermc every
dwindled and died, within the last the three, men he hail tided through
field of the world's thought,
President.
action
and
culture. The only
r.
Secretary-Manageof
never
his
.
grip- their financial crisis heard
thirty years. They have
new nnabridsed dicttoiuuT fa
calculating
ped the hearts of the young people predicament. Carefully'
many years,
for long, or commended themselves every dollar that they could possibly
fta-aIt defines OTBI 400,000
to the church at large, because the owe him, including both principal
Words i mors than ever
him
mailed
was
involved
a
and
the
in
Idea
check:
pledgft,
interest,
before appeared between two
Notice for Publication.
Hilario Garcia, of Santa Pe, N. M.; religious
was
sufficient
Covers.
7oo Psafe. 6000
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem- - the prayer meeting, the consecration for the amount, and it
(07533. )
,
was to again put him on his feet financial
committees:
the
and
meeting,
Copy to forest supervisor, Pecos, erio Kihera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
minimized. They have ly and drive the wolf away that had
or
out
left
N. M.
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
been young people's societies, some- been baying at his humble door. ;
MANUEL R. OTERO,
pace. A "Stroke of Genins."
Department of the Interior,
That bid man, ndw 82 years of age
times young people's societies of En
U..S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Register.
socieValencia
Becansa
is a citizen of Suwanee,
ttlssa aneyekopsdlaia
deavor but not young people's
June 33, 1911.
asmctevoloma,
of Christian Endeavor; and so county, New Mexico, wherehe is uni
ties
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Notice la hereby given that Jacinto
no
wide
his
or
life
had
for
goodness
Becansa
esteemed'
have
long
versally
Moapted by the
Connections made with Automobile they
Bohoola and
Ortli, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
J asCourts,
of heart and many sterling qualities.
acceptance.
Press
toe
oao
tmpttma aa
9, 1906, made Homestead No. 9530, for line at Vaughn for Roawelt.
daily,
While I believe in the utmost flexi- In his day and time he was one: of
see. 6b, township 15 N, range i Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- rus
Its
most
the wealthiest and
prominent
bility of Christian Endeavor, and
Becaiise ha
'
knows Winn
11 E, has filed notice of Intention to well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- Return limit, SepDates of Sale, June 27th to JOth, July 1st to 5th.
ability to adapt itself to all condi- cattlemen of the entire southwest,
Saoeesa, I us tell
r
final
make
proof, to estab-- ; well at 3:30 p. m. Automouile leaves tions, and to incorporate within it- and it Is gratifying to note that the
r
Liberal
jou about this new work.
1911.
tember 15th,
Privileges.
claim to the land above described, Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The self everything that young people bread he cast upon the waters In the
.t lish
before register or receiver, TJ. S. Land fare between Santa P and Torrance need for their religious training, let early '70s was returned to him at such
For further particulars call on
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st is $5.80 and between Torrance and us never lose sight of our cardinal an aDnronrlatA moment in his gener
CacsBuuaco..
ous career and that; its return has
Roswell $io.
any azent of the Santa Fe
day of July, 191L '
Reserve seats on auto- principles.
Let me repeat It. Ours is a reli- - enabled blm to pass his declining
mobile by wire. J. W. fftockard. almant names at witnesses:
3 35
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ana nis one wis!; wasto look again
into the big dark eyes that had held'
him with such a taunting sweetness.
YOUNG WELDON
He-- ' tried to concentrate his
thoughts
and Interests upon the great race.
The day one year later than his
ascension at the state fair dawned
fair with a strong head-owind. From
BY VIRGINIA DUPUT HOLTON
the five entries there proved to be
Just two of the human birds daring
to start.
It was the big day at the state fair. enough
Weldon was one of those, and all
All of the countryside had gathered
of
inspiration of an ovation was
in the chief city of the state to see his the
as he slid gracefully off for the
the much advertised and novel attractrip.
tion an aeroplane fligbL
He had made about half the run
"their prodigV The "Booths", displaying
ious vegetables and fruits, fancy work when a current of wind struck him
with such force
that a temporary
and what not, were deserted by the
was necessary, to learn the
landing
which
about
the
rope extent of
crowd,
gathered
the engine trouble.
.surrounding the monster of wire End
a cleared spot, he skimmed
canvas, with its great white wings theSelecting
settling gently; then he
spread at rest upon the grass. Even beganground,
his repairs.
the thoroughbred horses and the fine
Amid a quickly gathered crowd from
cattle could not hold their many admirers when In competition with the the small town upon whose outskirts
'newest and most daring form of sport. he rested, he worked, over the weak
desGood fortune smiled upon the young ened carburetor. Finally, taking
chances upon his success of
javiator, Marshall Weldon, whose in- perate
his adjustments, he again soared
trepid spirit had delighted itself in the
away with the wild applause of the
of
him
and
had
mastery
flying,
given
an ideally clear and calm day for his excited villagers singing in his ears.
He had turned homeward and was
exhibition flight.
along faster and faster, almost
flying
At the appointed hour, Toung WelIntoxicated by his own pace. At last
don, as he was called in the magazines
home goal. Would his
and newspapers, stepped inside of the he sighted hisout?
Was he a fool to
hold
ropes amid the cheers of the crowd. engineon
on when, by threatening
and
drive
Tall and athletically built, he moved
warned him of its refusal
with graceful fleetness in his adjust-- , sounds, it
Would she see an account
to
work?
ments about his machine.
of his attempt to race it anything hap
While donning his driving cap and
to him? For something was to
coat, he glanced toward the crowd, and pened
was happening now. His
looked straight into a pair of eyes happen
it all quickly enough.
brain
grasped
on
which seemed to charm him
the His
had
engine
stopped Mid nothing
Instant Their glance met for a mo- would
to his frantic efforts.
respond
ment In tangled depth when a flush As if life bad been
extinguished by
quickly overspread the girl's face. The a shot from below, the mechanical bird
young man's emotion caused a sud- fell to
earth, a dead weight
den quickening of his pulse as he took
No more dramatic spectacle was
bis seat preparatory to starting.
ever witnessed. For almost directly
The motor whirred and the great above his
goal Weldon had dropped.
white wings fluttered as the biplane
Only those nearest realized the acci
's
skimmed the grass and rose.
Amid a cheering multitude, the
last glance was toward the girl dent
madly to earth and
whose eyes now shone from excite- biplane asplunged
if panting from exhaustion.
settled
ment. Her handkerchief alone stood
But no sound of cheer reached the
out from the sea of fluttering specks.
dulled ear of Marshall Weldon, victor
And he carried the vision of the radi
in the race, as he lay pinioned be
ant smile she gave him as he rose, neath his
car.
and
of
with
the
higher
higher
grace
Carefully his unconscious form Was
a bird.
Lura Phillips stood as if In spell- extracted and carried to a hurriedly
bound admiration of the man's dar- summoned ambulance, and thus rushed
to the nearest hospital.
ing. Her true feelings, however, were away
His injuries, while painful, proved
of disappointment that she would not
to be mostly head cuts. It was some
again see the wonderfully
had been
man
who had suddenly awak time after his wounds
young
ened something within her that she dressed before a pair of anxious eyes
from under a oecoming nurse's cap
bad not hitherto known existed.
of her patient
How different were the country were rewarded by signs
to consciousness.
swains she knew! How eloquent and returning
A moment his face relaxed from the
yet respectful enough not to cause ofmovement
betokening the
twitching
fense to say girl, had been his gaze
pain he felt and he stared with un
bent upon her that one long moment
eyes as he whispered:
Her reverie was interrupted by her believing
You!"
father's touch upon her arm. It was
Yes," she answered as soothingly
necessary for them to leave the fair as her racing pulse would permit.
In order to
grounds immediately,
He reached for her trembling hand,
reach home before nightfall, for they
his own pressure firm by comparison.
lived forty miles distant in the village
"You're a nurse?" he questioned,
of Air dale.
the pain his wounds
bravely
John Phillips had carried the major gave him.stifling
portion of the prize money from the
"Yes, but dont speak again just
itate fair lor many years. His match- now," she begged him.
less specimens of tomatoes, pumpkins
but I must,' he insisted. "Well,
ud potatoes had spurred the growers, if "Oh,
I've lost one prize, I've won ancom
to
arduous
endeavor in
lit about
other." He spoke with rapidly grow
petition.
Naturally his rugged type ing strength of tone.
had little use for "wind wagons'
"But you won the $10,000!" The
he called all forms of flying machines. next instant Lura
Phillips realized that
"A man's a fool to risk hU life that
inexperience had led her to blurt out
he
said
had
when
Lura
way,"
urged a most exciting fact So she hastened
him to wait for the ascension.
to apologize by adding: "You're my
"But, father," argued his daughter,. very first case."
"they are useful, and it is heroic to
"And I mean to be your very last
help perfect the science In face ot If you'll only consent" His eyes sought
such danger."
hers imploringly. "Will you?" he per
to:
"Well, we'll stay long enough
sisted.
watch hftn shoot off, then. It's really!
"One of the first principles of
not much of a trick to go up the
is to humor your patient" she
trick's how to come down egain," he admitted in charming confession. '
chuckled.
Thus it was they had waited to wit
From Picture Books to Gallery.
less Weldon's start.
I know two sisters who, when their
shame
to
a
leave now," Lura children were well grown, used their
"It's
protested, as she turned reluctantly new leisure to read aloud together. A
away to accompany her parents. As colored picture In their book spurred
she traveled home her girlish fancy one to say, "Lef s paint." Gleefully
wove a pretty dream of her experience,
they bought paints and brushes and
but always with the same sad ending.. with no teaching whatever, "painted."
on
wore
into the late fall, Their attempts encouraged them to
The days
when Lura, after her summer's rest, Join a sketch class and later take up
at home, left again for the city, to lessons at the art school. Last sumresume her last year in a training mer the elder of the two, a woman ot
school for nurses.
past seventy, made nearly one hun
Her mother had been quick to de- dred lovely water colors In Venice,
evinced
tect the leek of interest Lura
some of which have been purchased
In taking up her work. Anxious to
by our best art galleries. Scribner's
keep her daughter with her, she said: Magaslne. 4?,.,
"Why not stay at home this year,
Lura?"
The Annual Question.
"No, mother."
"Well, Hawkins, old man," said
so
"Girls are
different nowadays," Witherbee, "has your wife decided
he sighed. "A good housewife used where she will spend the summer?"
to be enough for any girl."
"Yep," said Hawkins. "She's going
"Yes, mother, but nunes are Just abroad."
as necessary as housekeepers."
"Bo? And how about you?"
Thus valiantly did Lura Phillips
"Well, I dont know yet," sighed
argue until whatever barriers threat- Hawkins. "1 haven't decided whether
ened her future as a nurse were de- to stay in town or go Into bankruptcy."
molished.
Harper's Weekly.
But upon Lura's return to the traln- tag school after her experience at the
Thought He Might Be Welcomed.
state fair, her enthusiasm over her
"Did I not tell : ou never to call
work seemed to have suffered a blow, on me again?"
and ber eriergy became restive and
"Well, dear, t thought
you
misdirected She found herself scan had changed your mind." maybe
ning the papers for news of the young
"And what reason bad you to think
aviators feats.
'
In one paper she found an account thatr
1 read bow there was a lobster
of "Toung Weldon," as he was called famine."
He had taken up aviation as a fad e
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. iiE BRINGS YOTJ BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

BUY
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

Wel-don-

ments in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

good-lookin- g

'

Ira Thomas.

Ira Thomas, the giant catcher on
the staff of the Philadelphia Athletics,
looks better this season than he ever
did. He started his baseball career
in Hartford. He was drafted from
Providence by the New York Americans. He then went to Detroit and
caught the only game in the world's

series which the Tigers won from the
Cubs. His arm went back on him and
he was purchased by Connie Mack on
the chance that he would recover the
use of his arm. His work since joining the Athletics shows that his arm
is In good shape and few bases are

QUICKEST TRADE ON RECORD

there was a conference between the
managers. At game time the umpire
announced: "Battreez will be Orph
and Omph for Chicago. Ouch and
Orrch for Boston. Randall will play
right field for Boston; Howard will
The
play right field for Chicago."
trade had been made just a time for
the boys to exchange uniforms.

Newt Randall and Del Howard Ex
changed by Boston and Chicago
Clubs Just Before Game.

The quickest trade ever made in the
big league was between the Cubs and
Bostons a few years ago. Newt Ran
dall was playing right field for Chl- -

Young Mr. Good 6eems to be the
goods.
Larry Lajoie has batted .300 for
thirteen seasons.
Peoria has secured Pitcher Ed Sykes
from Indianapolis.
Jack Pfelster finds the going a lit
tle hard in the A. A.
That is what one gets tor having a
David Harum reputation.
Baseball players figure the bigger
they come the harder they fall
Billy Sullivan usually gets his hits
when one least expects him to do so.
How does it happen the Doves have
a playing manager and field captain,
Stony McGlynn Is back in his old
form and pitching fine ball for

Ping Bodle seems to be the "goat"
for the jokes played among the American leaguers.
By the way, wasn't Jimmy Sheckard
the man who was "all through" a year
and a half ago?
Slim Caldwell of the Highlanders Is
bitting .357, harder than any regular
pitcher on the staff. ; .
Ban Johnson's umpires are letting
the inflelders toss the ball around a
bit now, if they hurry.
Olson of the Naps Is making good
as a hitter because of the tips he is
getting from his teammates.
Police are investigating the fire
which destroyed the Three I. league
ball park at Springfield, HI.
"Ducky" Holmes not only got the
worst of his encounter with one of his
bosses, but lost his job as well.
Jimmy Sheckard made five runs and
yet only figured one time at bat in the
recent Doves' trap shooting matinee.
Baltimore citizens, from the mayor
down, have started a serious movement to buy a major league franchise.
'
Del Howard.
Secretary William Effingham Shetts-lln- e
v
of the Phillies says that be would
cago and Del Howard was outfleldlna not be willing to trade Hans Lobert
for Boston both wth their names on back to Cincinnati for all the four men
the score card. Both came out to the the Reds got last fall for the four
game and uniformed themselves then Phillies.
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past"

"She Is."
"Is she trying to live down a

taker

mis- -

"Not exactly; she Is trying to di
vorce it" Judge.

I

Vivid Imagination.

"Ton won't run any risk in lending
me a thousand francs. I am writing
a novel that is sure to go. ' You know
what imagination I bare."
"Well, you'd better Imagine that I
have lent you the money then." Pels
-

Mela.
I".

-

,

f .sttsfti.

umari

"She looks line a woman with a

'.:,.l,-.?-l.'?.'y:-

btct

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
therft is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
MERCHANT is noted by the
THE
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
i

The "Hew Mexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

every post office in Hew Mexico

pays to advertise

k Ifcie
n

.

-

.ft -

load lots.

too?

7T

ft

sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carYOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

PJayerJfil

.

.

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling

stolen on him.

Amoigtk

'

HAHMONY.
chealcal contrivances. ; During his col- lege days, the paper related, he had
driven a motor car. Then, during the
'
summers at the seashore, the paper
stated, he became a familiar figure
skimming the water In his green
motor boat.
But the article related, those grew
trivial and uninteresting so that when
the aeroplane became a reality, he
made a trip abroad where he made
ascensions l and noted experiments.
Thus It was he set about In serious
endeavor ,to perfect a machine embodying Us owa ideas. ;; He had spent a
fortune upoh the building of bis bt' wane.
la some rash of examination work
the article which announced Marshall
IWeldon'i intention to compete for a
16.000 mini In a round trln of 160
miles, escape 1 the attention of Lura
v
,
, Phillips.
Weldon ha i thrown himself more
recklessly than ever Into the port be
Mrs.: Noobrlder-X- y
husband and.
", loved so well, taw, since falling to find
pawn ue ginj woo ac we state nur always act In concert
Mrs. Olduu I'm astonished! I bad
had eome so lsuddenly into bis life,
be had devotedlhtniaaff more than ever no idea that either ot you war am
to the exdtetteat of v!c3obv Tor

IKel

1

ad-

An Indication.
Motor Enthusiast.
"Is Bllggins the superior influence
-is a most distressing
A
funeral
la bis own bouse V
man.
not He's one of those thing," said the impressionable
Tin afraid
Mr. Chnggins,
"it
men who ' understand exactly what , "Yes," replied
ate shudder to think that one
their wives art taC2?y about when makes
of these days I will have to travel
pejr .describe
thct fsa tna horse drawn tablets."

'ycz. 5
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Mora was adjudged ins.ms today by McFie has issued an lnj u:tlon upon being particularly active to aiding setts.' He may acompany President
Judge ."ohn R. McFie aul was ccmit-te- application of N. Salmon against the ii5
10 mane it a spienaia ai-- 1 rait on nis cruise ia im
to the Insane Asylum at Las Ve- Sanitary Meat and Live Stock Com- fair.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell has gone to
Remember the big shirt waist sate New York on railroad business.
pany of this city restraining Charles
gas.
Bacon and Jesus Anaya from 'moving is for Saturday July 8, so nail your
Senator Sutherland of Utah again
The cut is low in shape as well as
:
from the offica of ihe com- chance. N. Salmon.
anything
notice that he would address the
gave
in price and Adol'ph Seligman
Dry
Your .Sunday Dinner in meats. We
which is said to 03 Tented to
pany,
next Tuesday on the constituSenate
Goods Co.ptny guara:tre the qui
have home dressed poultry, hens. tions of New Mexico and Arizona, with
them by Mr. Salmon,
lity of the shoes.
When we hold our shirt waist sa- - springs, broilers, fish, pork veal, mut- - especial reference to the initiative,
Recetver Appointed Col. E. W. Dobes we mean business everybody ton, lamb, and the best K. C. steer
and recall. Senator Bristol
son has filed a suit for William Mcln- - knows it and we do business.
N. j beef everything kept In our sanitary at
asked Senator Nelson
that
juncture
F. Andrews.
tosh vs. Fred T. Fisher of Moriarty Salmon,
, ooler.
member of the Senate comranking
and secured an order from Judge John
Why not take advantage of Salmon's
mittee on territories when Senator
R. McFie appointing George Arnot re big shirt waist sale starting Saturday, ANDREWS INTRODUCES
comBILL FOR BRIDGE. Smith, who is chairman of the
ceiver in place of Mr. Fisher.
July 8th. The shoes went like hot
Senhis
make
would
report.
Si mittee,
cakes and the shirt waists will do
watermelo-is- ,
ator Nelson replied that he and two
Cantaloupes &no
to
is
be
Across
Rio
lt
Grande
at
San
ter because the line is complete as it
plums cherries and cu francs.
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ed Mrs. Mugler. The lightning
construction of a bridge across the ber of the committee to present the
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rday. Rio Grande at San
the street car service out of commis dinner. F. Andrews.
Marcial, Socorro majority report and Senator Shively
Also a bill for granting a replied that the majority had authorizsion.
Altitude Increases Corpuscles
Dr. county.
ed, Chairman Smith to make a report
Spicy High Life Mrs. Blanche Peck J. A. Haldane and Dr. Gordon Douglas pension to Jose Padilla.
Ira Abbott was a visitor In tut that he did not know when this reA.
Judge
Charles
of
divorced
wife
Wanner,
of Oxford university, England, and Dr.
Washington today on the way to his port would be made as Senator Smith
a
Wanner of Detroit, who sued Mrs.
Yambell Henderson of Yale, who disformer home to Haverhill, Maseachu- - is absent.
Clements and her
covered that altitude increases the
daughter Madeline, for $120,000 dam- red blood corpuscles in human being,
ages for alienating Wanner's affec- - .a fact which was also announced 10
tions, has been sued by Clements lor y;6ara ag0 Dy tne ciimatological
for defamation of character, atory at Aluuquerque,'have today
People's Social Club There gun a series of experiments on top of
will be a meeting of Young People's Pike's Peak to confirm their former
Social Club at the home of Miss Clari-- conclusions.
It will take them sis
Suit.
Colors or Mixed in Quantities
bel Fischer tomorrow evening et seven weeks to finish U.is work.
menfbers
o'clock and all
are requested
Have we any vegetables? yes, new
Given
to be present as there is important beets, turnips, carrots, onions, soup
business which has to be attended at bunches, parsley, radishes, lettuce.
green and wax beans, peas, cucumbers
-;
405 PALACE AVE.
Phone, Black 204.
Issued Injunction Judge John R. etc. F. Andrews.
Photo Post Cards of pageant, 2 for
5 cents at S. F. Trail Curio Co.,
The
Temperature The temperature yesterday ranged, from 56 to 73
1

no- - 4

Andrews "Cash" no. 4

A neat, clean and experienced meat cutter will be
charge. We solicit your inspection and patronage. .

in

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
MEN are the
BUSINESS, Men"
of
They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a
to-da- y.

--

s

;

Si

IN

Cuffs and Hat Bands;

-

at

Goebels.
Photo Post Cards of pageant, 2 for
5 cents at S. F. Trail Curio Co.
Read our ad don't skip a word or
you may skip a Dollar. N. Salmon.
Snap a positive snap see advertisement of Santa Fe Abstract Realty
and Insurance Company.
"There are "no flies" on our K. C.
meat. We keep it under ice. F. Andrews.
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on

hand. Phone Black
Montezuma Lodge

,

j

i

-

j

,7

188.

A special

Committed

to

Asylum

com-

Lu-ell-

j

labor-$50,00-

92

PHONE

s.

S.

"

a
assortment of Wd-thaWatches at a wide pric-range in thin models; plain and
fancy cases. See us about a Waltham toniay.

Z

SPITZ,

:-

Franc'iSco

MAIM

AT THE RIGHT PRICE

The Jeweler

SOME FINE KANSAS CITY STEERS

MUTTON
KIO
VSll. I

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

T

These are coming in fine

now-- Just

75c.

f,

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,

j0

Hind Qrs., 50c.
LETTUCE.

Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

VEGETABLES

degrees and the overage relative humidity for the da,y was. 78 per .' cent.
The lowest temperature ' last night
was 54 degrees and at 6 a. m. today it
as 57 degrees. The precipitation for
the 24 hours ending at 6 a. m, today
was 0.02 of an inch of rain. Yesterday was a partly cloudy day with
showers in the vicinity; In nearly all
'
afternoon and

VEAL,Salmon-

CASH PRICE

PAID FOR
HAND GOODS

ZmTi Zt

Be Nice.

Letter
Fore Qrs., 35c. 1 president
SOUP

New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments

he

Big-

PHONE

-

92

demonstra-

i

I

i:

.

A

w
iVV

mixes and
kneads Bread
thoroughly
in Three Minutes.
Simple, Easy. a.

'

J Lrj

ffi

L

"

The hands do
not touch the
dough.

-

of Thanks S. G. Cartwright,
of the Santa Fechamber of

bate Clerk George Armijo, who was
figure in the DeVargas
uw
i au.
its success,
promoting
CABBAGE, OLD AND YOUNG ONIONS, ETCtl thanking him and all the members of
RADISHES,

BUNCHES,

(the central
PARSLEY, TOMATOES, GREEN BEANS,
CUCUMBERS, NEW POTATOES,1- -i::l workers in
PEAS,

i"ss'"

Water Melons Only 2 cts. Per Pound

SECOND

-

Ladies are invited to call at Fisch-VO- I
er Drug Company's
tomorrow and
inspect the line of "VelvetinaVToilet

'

f

BREAD MAKER

BREAD MAKER

mixes and
kneads bread
thoroughly in
Three Minutes.

ST"

-

HIGHEST

jpit

Cut prices you can trust, adver- Used by a story you can trust.
N.

the Right Size to

Dealer in New and Second Hand
One-hal-

Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

The Market where you get the Quality

PORK

to

Separate
Mail Orders

HAYWARD'S

BEEF

SWEET PEAS

1

JThe

time-piece-

0

j

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

-

s,

munication of Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M., will be held this evening to confer the F. C. degree.
..Dainty Summer Costumes made to
your measure, in ten days at Goe'o-elSee our styles and fabrics.
Hayward has a litle story to tell in
his change of advertisement today. If
you eat meat you surely will be interested.
Miss Dora Lewis will demonstrate
"Velvetina" Toilet specialties all day
tomorrow at Fischer Drug Companys.
Change of Pictures at the Elks tonight. "The Show Girl,'""" "The
Atonement," and "Her Faithful Heart
One show at 8 o'clock.

WALTHAM WATCH
Waltham is the most deThat is
pendable of
why we make it our leader and
why
"Its Time You Owned p Waltha-n.We have wide

UP.

X. M.,

auiw

d

X

..Leather

We wish to announce that on SATURDAY,
JULY 1st, we will have our MEAT MARKET
ready for business, handling a full line of the best
K. C. meats. You can get just wha't you like.

F. Andrews

ROUND

July 7, 1911.
Geneally cloudy tonight and
Saturday with local showers.

Kansas City Meats

Phone

DAILY

Santa Fe,

GROCERY and BAKERY

No. 4.

THE

haywahd's market

PHONE

i

92

their share in the splendid pageant
wmcn will ao go mucn to advertise
the Ancient City. The letter was written on behalf of the chamber of commerce which took a great interest in
the pageant, Mr. Cartwright, Mayor
Arthur Seligman and James Seligman

SANTA FE HARDWARE
SUPPLYCO.

&

tore hi ft Waist SMe

Saturday, July

8, is Our Lucky Day

This is the Greatest Shirt Waist Sale you ever saw,
unless you have attended the Shirt Waist Sales we have held

HAT A CHANCE !

heretofore.

HERE'S THE SITUATION
WE HAVE TOO MANY SHIRT WAISTS and we want to
clean them out to make room for Fall line. We won't carry
them over, for we simply won't that's all; and we are going to
sell, them at wholesale prices, as prices
ANY
PRIG
Z
to
close
them out
no object, and are going
Come in and take your pick but act quickly. The Shirt waist you buy will do you splendid service for
will be right for next season.
The reputation of this store WILL BE YOUR GUARANTEE that everything is as represented. T'i
t

Early Buyers Will Fare Best
Z

t

lf.

'

('1

'

J

'

zi ?

this season! and

